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Will SharePoint 2010 stack up?
The much-anticipated release of SharePoint 2010 is imminent, but what
will this really mean for the information management profession? Anthony
Woodward examines what has been revealed with the beta preview.
There are a couple of different ways to look at SharePoint 2010.
Although the technology perspective is important, maybe the most
critical is how it makes the lives of business users easier.
Microsoft speaks a lot about the vision of “ECM for the Masses”
as key underpinning of information management element of
SharePoint 2010.
The previous 2007 version of SharePoint (known as Microsoft
Office SharePoint Server 2007 or MOSS 2007) was a breakthrough
because of its Web 2.0 add-ons, document management capabilities
and its simplicity. The 2010 release promises even deeper features
and capability.
SharePoint 2010 will benefit greatly from the addition of personal
blogs, tagging and activity feeds within its social networking sites,
called My Sites. My Sites will also integrate with Microsoft's
BCS (Business Connectivity Services), which allows IT to link
employees' My Sites profiles to non-SharePoint data, such as
information from a human resources system.
Wikis are now greatly improved and are accessed as a content
type that can be accessed in most content generation scenarios, as
opposed to a specific template type as was the case in 2007. Blogs
have been tuned for internal and external audiences.
Community interaction within SharePoint has been given a
boost, as My Sites now have a user interface similar to Facebook
profile pages.

Metadata Manager

SharePoint 2010 has also added tagging (word labels that
describe and help find content) through a centrally managed
metadata service, with "tag clouds" that list common tag words so
users can find content quicker.
Vocabulary management in SharePoint 2010 has a few
approaches each with different levels of control:
Terms: Basic constructs — a word or phrase that can be
associated with content. A term can become a managed term or a
managed keyword.
Managed Terms: A controlled term that can only be created by
those with appropriate permissions. Term sets (think of them as
structured taxonomies) are collections of related terms that can be
hierarchically structured.
Managed Keywords: User-generated keywords (aka tags) kept in
a non-hierarchical list called the keyword set.
What's nice is that you can easily turn a managed keyword into
a managed term, which essentially sets up SharePoint 2010 as a
decent platform to blend taxonomy and folksonomy approaches.
In addition, SharePoint 2010 is emulating Twitter by bringing
microblogging inside your organisation and activity feeds into the
fold.

Connecting to line-of-business data

To integrate more business data in SharePoint 2010, Microsoft
will rely on its BCS (Business Connectivity Services) suite. BCS
helps make SharePoint 2010 the glue between your line of business
applications and SharePoint.
This means that simple things like mixing data information from
a human resources system into Microsoft Office documents and
other parts of SharePoint is a breeze. The previous iteration of BCS,
called BDC (Business Data Catalogue), could bring only line-ofbusiness data into SharePoint. BCS will provide both read and write
access between business applications and SharePoint 2010.

The now-familiar ribbon user interface, introduced with Office 2007, is integrated
throughout SharePoint 2010. The beta even lets me take a complex Word 2010
document with tables and paste it into a SharePoint Web site without losing any of
the original design – and then use identical formatting commands in SharePoint
to further refine the layout. According to Microsoft, compliance with accessibility
standards was a highly requested new feature, and from my testing they listened. I
had no trouble viewing my SharePoint sites and editing them using Internet Explorer
8 on a PC and Safari on a Mac, and viewing them through Safari on an iPhone.

Search in SharePoint 2010 is superior to previous versions
because of "improved scalability, query functionality and index
redundancy." In addition, companies that have opted for the high
end SharePoint Enterprise CAL (client access licence) will have
full access to FAST Search Server 2010, the search technology
Microsoft acquired in 2008.

Enterprise Content Management

As for managing business content, Microsoft has removed
limitations in MOSS 2007's ECM (enterprise content
management) feature. For example, lists in SharePoint now support
1 million items, and document libraries can grow to 200 million
items.
There have been clear and major advances in SharePoint 2010.
However, based on what has been delivered in Beta 2, SharePoint
still does not outperform
point solutions on a featureby-feature basis in the
Information Management
space, but there is significantly
more functionality than was
present in the SharePoint
2007.
After all, one significant
benefit of SharePoint is
precisely that it’s not a point
solution, but rather a platform
that provides a breadth of
solutions common to many
organisations. It may not
always be the strongest option
in each specific area, but
Anthony Woodward is Engineering
the sum of the options that
and Product Manager for Australia’s
it provides makes it a great RecordPoint,
a Microsoft Gold Certified
value for small offices and partner providing SharePoint Information
Management solutions.
enterprises alike.
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SharePoint reports for duty

SharePoint is going to work in the business of catching crooks in
Australia via a new extranet being commissioned by CrimTrac, the
Commonwealth body devoted to improved information sharing
between federal and state police and law enforcement agencies.
CrimTrac was established in the year 2000 and the current
portal website hosts roughly 12,000 shared documents and
provides authorised users
access to various Agency
applications, along with
access to the test and
training environments for
such applications.
According
to
CrimTrac, the supporting
technologies including
the portal administration
product, is no longer
supported; and the
end of support has also
been announced for
the underlying security
product.
“The agency wishes to replace the portal administration product
with Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007, a product already
utilised within the agency.”
“MOSS is to manage the shared documents (likely to reduce to
3,000 documents following a content review) and there will be no
change to the security product protecting the Agency applications.
An updated user interface design is also expected to be applied.
“The purpose of this secure extranet project is to provide an
improved solution to the Agency’s current Portal. Continuing
to supply an entry point for all current and future Agency online
applications and also supporting the secure sharing of documents
between authorised policing and law enforcement agencies in real
time.
“This solution will replace the current administration product
with MOSS 2007, provide the opportunity to refresh the content,
improve collaborative services provided using the MOSS tool set,
and the capability to integrate with a range of Microsoft and nonMicrosoft technologies.
“The SharePoint implementation will allow various business
groups and project teams to publish and share content with relevant
stakeholders from external agencies.”

Murdoch Uni digitises records

Western Australia’s Murdoch University has implemented a
records solution from Australia’s i2 Scan to cover more than 18,000
students and 1,400 staff from all over the world.
“We were faced with the challenge of regaining office space
for renovations and University expansion,” said Professor David
Macey, Director Student Liaison & Recruitment.
“We needed to find a solution to convert our tens of to thousands
of paper records into electronic data. The scanning solution had to
be flexible, allow for indexing according to our business rules an had
to be easy to use”.
“After conducting research into what was available in the market
we found i2 Scan presented us with the best fit. The process in
creating jobs in i2 scan made the potentially daunting task of
scanning and indexing thousands of documents quick and easy.
“We created scanning cover sheets based on the data we wanted
to capture. i2 Scan allowed us to bulk scan and automatically
capture this meta data to name each file. The coversheet also acted
as a document separator, so each time a cover sheet was scanned it
acted as a trigger to create a new file. The meta data of the document
was automatically OCR’d and visually validated on screen by an
operator.

“We literally scanned millions of pages within weeks, the project
ran quickly, easily and on time,” said Ruth Brisbane, Division
of Academic Affairs. “The hardest part of the entire project was
removing the staples!”.
Murdoch University has now reclaimed valuable office space
for University renovations and have paper records in accessible
named, text searchable PDFs. Over 14,000 physical documents (an
estimated 3.5 million pages) are now available electronically freeing
up valuable space.
www.i2software.com.au

SourceOne steps up

EMC is positioning its SourceOne email archiving solutions as a
stepping stone to Exchange 2010.
It says that by taking the large volume of PST files and e-mail from
Exchange 2003 and 2007 -- and placing them into SourceOne,
inactive messages are archived for long-term preservation and less
needs to be moved to Exchange 2010.
SourceOne Email Management is designed to reduce the
costs and improve operational efficiency of Exchange 2010 by
introducing single-instance storage for messages in the archive,
automating the movement of messages to the appropriate storage
tier based on the value of the information, and reducing backup and
recovery times.
“EMC SourceOne helps companies deal with their most pressing
information governance issues – e-discovery, operational efficiency
and compliance – in a modular way,” said Jeff Bettencourt, Vice
President and General Manager of Information Governance
Product Group, Content Management and Archiving Division at
EMC. “As one of the leading information governance solutions for
Microsoft Exchange 2010, EMC SourceOne lays the groundwork
for organizations to build successful, long-term strategies for good
e-mail governance.”

PDFZilla 1.2 bursts forth

PDFZilla.com has announces PDFZilla 1.2, a new converter for
quick export of Adobe PDF documents to DOC, RTF, TXT,
images and Shockwave Flash files. In just three mouse clicks, users
can make a protected PDF document editable, or create a searchable
HTML version of the document for a website.
The Adobe PDF format has become the de facto file format for
information exchange in business organizations. The workflow in a
typical office involves hundreds of electronic documents: contracts,
orders, financial documents, archived copies of documents and
other files. Sometimes an electronic document needs to be edited
or its text must be copied to another document or printed but the
Copy or Print¡ option in the file is disabled. This is where PDFZilla
can come in handy as it can export any PDF document to editable
formats.
With support for batch conversion, PDFZilla can process more
than one PDF document at a time and will do so in the unattended
mode while the user is away. One can add a folder with files through
the Add Folder dialog or drag and drop files onto the program’s
window. This adds them to the batch queue. Then the steps are
the same as with a single document ¨C the user selects the output
format, folder and starts the conversion. The strength of PDFZilla
lies in the variety of text and graphic formats it can convert to. The
user can choose to convert to DOC, RTF, TXT, BMP, JPG, GIF,
PNG, TIF, HTML, and SWF.

Correction - HCF Australia

In the November/December edition of IDM, we reported on a
document automation solution implemented at HCF Australia,
that has significantly sped up claims processing for the health
insurer. What used to take up to three weeks can now be done in
five days.

Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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TechnologyOne
ECM goes live
move between TechnologyOne product
Gosford City Council in NSW is one of the
workplaces, and easy to use menus. The
first local government sites to gain access to
solution will also feature simplified
a major new release of the TechnologyOne
installation, improved email, desktop and
Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
MS Office integration, and extended search
platform.
capabilities.
The Series 4 release of TechnologyOne
Quick Add Profiles will provide default
ECM, in use at over 180 sites in Australia
document details, for example index links,
and New Zealand, is being provided to a
for commonly saved types of document.
dozen early adopter sites in March and
This reduces the need for users to
April, before its expected rollout in May.
manually enter all details for all documents.
It will provide enhanced integration
Using a Quick Add Profile will automate
with Microsoft Office and is based on the
the registration of the document by
same .Net architecture that is behind
using known information, which will also
TechnologyOne’s range of enterprise
applications
for
ERP,
financials, HR and asset
management. All are
accessed by the same CI
interface.
Geoff Moore, General
Manager - Enterprise
Content Management at
TechnologyOne, said,” Our
key goal with the ECM
product is to make the
interface invisible to the
user. They can be working
in Office, doing email or
working in TechnologyOne
Financials, and all the
while we are storing
documents,
applying
a
retention
schedule
and ensuring access is
The Document Properties Window displays a document’s current properties
(including index links) and allows the details to be modified. The ECM Ci user
regulated.
interface will improve the screen aesthetics and make it easier to understand.
“TechnologyOne ECM is
providing a compliance
layer without creating demand on the user.” make it easier to retrieve at a later stage.
Nominated users can be given the ability
The TechnologyOne ECM can now be
to create and distribute Quick Add Profiles.
browsed from within applications such as
This allows business units the flexibility to
Outlook, making it a one-step process to
drag and drop email into the repository. create templates that relate to the tasks
they most often perform.
Users browsing the ECM repository
TechnologyOne will shortly release a
from within Outlook will see all types of
White Paper outlining potential integration
document format, not just email.
As a “behind the scenes” ECM solution, points between TechnologyOne ECM and
users will not need to log in to use it. Microsoft SharePoint.
Over the past 12 months, in tandem with
Under development for the past 12 months,
the development of the Series 4 ECM suite,
TechnologyOne ECM will be provided as a
TechnologyOne has moved to focus on
standalone product and also embedded
delivering integrated enterprise solutions
within solutions that include other
for its seven vertical markets: Health and
TechnologyOne products.
Community Services, Financial Services,
The new platform will provide a range of
Utilities, Local Government, Government
new and improved functionality, including
powerful grids for sorting, grouping, (Central, Federal and State), Education and
Managed Services.
with column customisation, the ability to
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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South East Water puts SharePoint
in its place with Open Text CLM

A

horses for courses approach to SharePoint and
ECM is paying dividends for Marcus Darbyshire,
Chief Information Officer of South East Water. The
Victorian Government-owned provider of water and
related services has just deployed Open Text Content
Lifecycle Management (CLM) Services for SharePoint.
The new software is providing lifecycle management
services for approximately nine million physical and
electronic records, all of which are maintained in two
distinct enterprise content management (ECM) systems
– Microsoft SharePoint and Open Text's ECM Suite.
The CLM solution brings VERS-compliant records
management policies and practices into the
organisation's SharePoint environment. This allows the
application of consistent retention and disposal policies
across all of the organisation's records and, for the first
time, is enabling staff to conduct a single search across
the contents of both systems.
South East Water has a long history with its two ECM
environments. The Open Text solution was introduced
as an asset management tool in 1997 while Microsoft
SharePoint has provided collaboration and workflow
support since 2003. The latter is used extensively
by engineering and project teams, and provides the
platform for the organisation's external website, its
intranet and alliance partner extranet.
Darbyshire said, “We've had strong records
management practices for printed material for many
years but electronic content hasn't received quite the
same attention. It tended to be stored in repositories
such as SharePoint, Open Text or shared drives.
“Documents were rarely archived and there was always
the risk of accidental deletion.”
As part of the software implementation, South East
Water's project team conducted extensive research
into staff and management attitudes towards records
management practices.
A new set of policies was developed to streamline
processes, better engage staff cooperation and to take
maximum advantage of the organisation's new unified
records management capabilities. These policies and an
overview of the capabilities are now being rolled out to
records managers and key stakeholders.
Darbyshire adds, “The benefit of this deployment is the
peace of mind that it offers around document lifecycle
management.

SharePoint is developing a role
as the primary user interface for
collaboration and record keeping
As a water provider our assets can live for 100 years
or more. Applying the Open Text records management
capabilities to SharePoint means we now have the
security of knowing that our information is not being
deleted before its time. It is properly managed and can
be easily found.”
Staff have the choice of saving documents and emails

"People are starting to use MySites
instead of local drives for storage,
so the message is getting through,"
MARCUS Darbyshire, CIO

into SharePoint or the Open Text ECM, and many are now
using SharePoint's Web 2.0 capabilities to create blogs
or wikis instead of emailing documents.
"People are starting to use MySites instead of local
drives for storage, so the message is getting through,"
said Darbyshire.
The idea of treating SharePoint as a front end for
existing ECM or document management technologies
is gaining traction in the public sector in Australia,
according to new research from industry analysts
Hydrasight.

Public sector survey

Hydrasight was commissioned by Open Text to survey
a number of its existing customers within the public
sector in Australia with the intention of determining their
beliefs, intentions, activity and experiences with ECM.
John Brand, research director at Hydrasight, said,
“Microsoft SharePoint is developing a role as the primary
user interface for collaboration and record keeping. It is
effectively “pre-processing” organisational content to
reduce the burden of compliance and record keeping for
end-users.”
“We see that Microsoft SharePoint will increasingly
become a key component of a structured information
management process improvement program for
the majority of Australian and New Zealand based
organisations through 2015.”

Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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Councils can uCreate $3M
per year claims Objective
Objective believes it can save each local council in Australia
more than $A3 million per year by means of hosted document
authoring and collaboration, based on the platform it acquired from
Limehouse Software (UK).
Since the purchase in early 2009, Objective CEO Tony Wall has
been developing a strategy for the launch on the local market, and
to continue its successful rollout in the UK and US. Objective has
commissioned surveys of the UK and Australian local government
marketplace to gauge the "hidden costs" of document production
processes that are currently being followed. In Australia it looked
at 120 Australian councils, to map activities, costs and resources
supporting the creation and publishing of documents.
Tony Walls, CEO, Objective Corporation, said: “The sheer
number of documents, many of which are statutory, produced each
year by local government lent itself to this research. This study aims
to highlight where, when and how real savings can be delivered
against a backdrop of financial constraint and increased pressure
for better service delivery to the community.”
The study found that on average, an Australian council has 2,458
live and current documents in the public domain. The average
annual production of documents is 782 for an Australian council,
made up of more than 9000 pages of new content each year. It notes
that "64 per cent of documents produced by local authorities are of
low design standard, with little or no structure, formatting or style.
Half of all documents produced have no branding whatsoever."
Some of the potential annual savings that Objective's study
identified included improving business processes ($A2.6M),
more effective use of graphic design services ($A568,000) and
improvements in print management ($A300,000).
Walls said, "These figures present a very strong case for councils to
consider adopting best practice creation and publishing processes

Objective PDF workflow tool

The demand from government for efficient PDF solutions
has driven DocsCorp to expand its integration capability
to include Objective. Objective users can assemble
single pages, documents or multiple sets of documents
from within the software while they work on them. They
can combine, mark-up, add stationery, watermarks,
digital signatures, redact text and split PDF documents
for easy electronic filing or emailing. The DoscCorp
Binder feature enables users to automate the process
of collating or bundling documents into a single or
multi-PDF collection, complete with a table of contents,
cross-document bookmarks, links and indexes.

The uCreate and uEngage tools are hosted collaboration and publishing
solutions for public sector bodies.

or policy and planning documents, to provide a significant and
viable option for delivering ‘hidden’ savings."
Objective will pitch its hosted offering to local councils
independently of its ECM product, with a subscription model based
on the number and complexity of documents that are authored.
The product will offer local councils a way to centralise the design
and management of all the many and varied types of documents
that are produced. The XML format will provide a means of
tracking and auditing every change to a document.
Adrian Rudman, general manager at Objective, said the
uCreate tool would help local councils to manage the difficult
task of dealing with ratepayer input to major documents such as
Development Control Plans. "We see it as an opportunity to help
them collaborate," said Rudman.
"In the future we would like to extend the SaaS offering to more of
a "service as a service" offering, he said, "where Objective would have
staff in place to monitor legislation and notify councils when there
are updates they need to incorporate in documents."
The integration of the platform with Objective's ECM suite is
another potential future development
"It’s easy to integrate the two, but right now users don't want to
plug ECM into the Net," said Rudman.
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EzeScan eyes a colourful future
Outback Imaging has unveiled a major upgrade to its
leading batch scanning solution, EzeScan, that promises
to remove the barriers standing in the way of scanning
documents in high resolution in colour for archiving.
The company has introduced new capabilities to its
lineup of scanning solutions for Electronic Document
and Records Management, also available as a patch
update for existing customers under maintenance.
Outback Imaging Managing Director Michael Kirkby
said, “Organisations have been able to scan in colour
for some time, but high speed scanners are only part of
the solution. The scanning software needs to be able to
input the images at workable speeds. The enhancements
to EzeScan, coupled with the latest scanning and PC
hardware, now mean that companies have the capability
to scan in black and white, grayscale and colour, at input
and process speeds previously unobtainable.”
EzeScan has responded to a surge in interest from its
Australian and New Zealand customers over the past
18 months for high resolution scanning. Until now, the
tradeoff for high speed batch scanning has traditionally

been to accept resolutions of 150-200 dpi as this was less
demanding of bandwidth and storage. As these barriers
have been removed, and high speed colour scanners
become more widespread, the bottleneck has moved
to the batch scanning software that sits at the centre of
document workflow.
While 200dpi resolution is acceptable for viewing on
screen, it does not produce ideal results when there is
a need to reprint a document with a high level of detail,
such as a plumbing schematic or electrical drawing.
“We have optimised our code to be able to talk to high
speed scanners faster and make 300dpi colour scanning
a reality. 200dpi has been the industry standard for some
time, but, many optical character recognition (OCR)
engines are optimised for 300dpi resolution, so working
at 200dpi does not provide optimal results,” said Kirkby.
Recent tests with a Canon DR9050C A3 High Speed
Production Scanner showed the ability to scan 172
document images per minute at 300dpi in duplex using a
TWAIN driver, 86 pages per minute in simplex.
EzeScan code has also been modified to provide
faster rendering of QA (Quality Assurance) images as
documents are scanned, now provided in full size at A4
instead of as thumbnails.

FTI makes plans for Australian Ringtail hosting
Global ediscovery giant FTI Consulting is to launch a new hosting
centre in Australia for Ringtail Legal, the popular document
review and case management platform used by many law firms and
government agencies for document review.
David Bowie, managing director of FTI Technology in Australia,
said the co-located site in Australia would scale to handle matters
concerning multi-Terabytes of material with many hundreds of
users accessing it concurrently.
“FTI has invested a significant sum and this reflects a confident
attitude towards the Australian market,” he said.
Deloitte also host Ringtail Legal in Australia under the AFTnet
brand through its $A10M data centre in Sydney.
Ringtail Legal hosting was previously offered exclusively in

Qld Police join smartcard set

Queensland is is to become the first police force in
Australia to deploy electronic ID Cards from Gemalto
to provide a digital security solution.
Currently, police officers at the State agency carry
separate photo identification cards and building access
cards, and use pass-codes to gain entry onto network
systems. These will be replaced by a new police ID
solution featuring dual interface microprocessor cards,
PC Twin smartcard readers and the Classic Client
software.
Gemalto is providing elements of the solution through
a system integrator to dramatically raise the level of
protection against possible external threats such as
hacking.
Tan Teck Lee, President, Gemalto Asia remarked,
“Queensland police is at the forefront of law enforcement
to protect life and property, and it is pertinent that their
internal systems are also highly safeguarded from
threats that could compromise their duty to the public.
“Gemalto is proud to be working with the Queensland
Police Service to provide the agency with our digital
security solution.”

Australia by Ringtail Asia Pacific, acquired late last year from CCH
Workflow Solutions by e-law Australia. e.law has commenced
proceedings against FTI in the NSW Supreme Court in relation to
reselling Ringtail. Bowie would not comment on the dispute with
e.law in regard to Ringtail Asia Pacific.
“Deloitte is a channel partner of FTI and we expect them to offer
a complementary service, although we operate in the same market,”
he said. “The data centre breaks new ground in the Asia Pacific
region for its support for large-scale litigation and investigations.”
Independent industry expert, David McGrath, commented that
the investment was the latest in a long line of significant investments
in Australia and confirmed a number of industry trends.
“In Australia, there is an increase in demand for ASP services as
SME law firms and corporates take up the e-discovery challenge.
There is also a greater focus of the enormous value offered by a
rapidly growing Asian marketplace.”
“Globally, we are also seeing the emergence of a number
of providers positioning themselves to provide multinational
organisations and large, cross-border litigations.” he added.
FTI sponsored a recent IDC white paper that found e-discovery is
growing increasingly complex and expensive. Legal matters involve
greater volumes of data, take longer to resolve and are increasingly
global in nature. These trends underscore the need for corporations
to utilise cost-effective e-discovery tools that can scale.
Developed in Australia, the Ringtail platform offers integrated
review, analysis, redaction and production capabilities. Ringtail can
streamline the e-discovery process while maintaining compliance
with local data privacy requirements and other jurisdictional
rulings.
FTI’s new Asia Pacific data centre joins existing data centres in
Europe and North America. All of the FTI data centres offer stateof-the-art networks, power architecture and top-level physical
security of the data. In addition to opportunities in the SME market,
Bowie said the new data centre would offer capacity for existing
Ringtail clients inside medium to large law firms, government and
corporate.
“The scale of litigation in the Asia-Pacific is starting to increase
and what we now offer is a way to reduce the cost of large scale
matters,” he said.

Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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Captiva unveils new design tool

EMC has launched a drag and drop interface that removes the
need for programming skills when designing capture workflows
in Captiva InputAccel. It promises document capture processes
that may be built inside a few hours using the drag-and-drop
development environment.
Captiva was acquired three years ago by EMC to provide a
capture font end for the Documentum content management
system (CMS).
Sean Baird, Senior Product Marketing Manager of EMC’s
Captiva products, said “There is a significant return on investment
for enterprise capture, but for many organisations it represents a big
upfront investment.”
A document capture process is a set of steps and instructions
that defines how a document gets processed once it is ingested into
Captiva. A typical series of steps include scan, image enhancement,
document classification, data extraction, validation and delivery to
content management systems or business applications.
In many cases, a process will have conditions built in for handling
image quality problems, data recognition validations, routing
certain document types for review or custom steps for business
rules or integration with other enterprise applications.
Developers have traditionally been required to write Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA) code for these processes which could
take several days depending on the complexity.
Customers using InputAccel 6 can download the graphical
design tool for free on EMC Powerlink and it will be included with
all future versions.

Funnelback adds bite to
enterprise search
Funnelback has announced version 9 of its search engine software,
six months after its acquisition by MySourceMatrix CMS
developer Squiz Australia.
Brett Matson, Managing Director of Funnelback, the Australian
offshoot of the CSIRO, said the company is keen to address
the growing market for federated search at enterprise sites
incorporating SharePoint repositories.
Available as a hosted or software solution, Funnelback is meeting
success with portals and corporate or government Web sites
looking to an external search platform. This now represents over
80% of its customer base.
"The exciting new feature in this release is the Funnelback
Pattern Analyser," said Matson, "which is an innovative technology
developed by our team here in Canberra. Our customers will be
using this technology to receive close to realtime notifications
when a spike in search traffic occurs on a particular topic.
"The pattern analyser automatically determines related queries,
such as 'H1N1' and 'swine flu' and treats them as part of the same
query spike. Each notification includes information about the
predominant geographies that searchers are originating from and
also associates the query spikes to current news stories to provide
context for the spike in traffic on that topic.
"The business need for query spike detection is based around the
need by organisations in all sectors to use timely query analytics to
drive strategic business change when it's needed, rather than react
to it at a later stage."
The Reports Dashboard, accessible via Funnelback’s
Administration interface, offers a selection of new reports to
monitor trends in queries, user behaviour and search results.
Reports available include popular queries, top searches by location,
query trends over time and click behaviour.
These reports can be easily exported into various formats and
subscriptions can be set up to automatically email reports to
administrators.
Battling against search giants Google and Microsoft (FAST) is

“The launch of InputAccel CaptureFlow Designer means there are now
simpler solutions, meaning users can now build capture processes much
more quickly,” said Baird. “Three clicks and you are now up and running.
This puts Captiva within reach of smaller organisations that don’t have a
team of developers.” - Sean Baird, EMC.

not daunting for the Aussie company, which has a staff of around 20
in Canberra. It has seen its SaaS model embraced by the Australian
federal government and Funnelback is the search engine behind
the portal Web site australia.gov.au.
Improvements to the end-user interface in Version 9 include:
• Faster Contextual Navigation – Contextual Navigation
presents a navigational list relative to the context of the search query,
allowing users to drill down into more refined content. Funnelback
9 has dramatically increased the speed of this process, resulting in a
fast response time for the generation of contextual navigation.
• Improved Spelling Suggestions – The system can make
suggestions even if all words are correctly spelled, can make
suggestions in multi-lingual environments, will not make
suggestions which do not have any search results and learns and
improves according to user behaviour.
• Near-Duplicate Detection – Pushes highly similar results
down in the rankings.

Trim 7 takes aim at SharePoint

Two new modules introduced in TRIM 7, due out in the Pacific
region on 31 March, indicate HP’s priorities with its first major
release of the ECM platform since acquiring it from Australia’s
Tower Software in March 2008.
HP TRIM for SharePoint Records Management and HP
TRIM for SharePoint Archiving are at the forefront of HP’s drive
to maintain relevance in the SharePoint era.
Kris Brown, Worldwide Product Manager HP TRIM, admits
the space dominated by TRIM in Australian government and
enterprise records management now faces major competition with
local platforms built with a specific focus on capturing documents
from SharePoint.
“SharePoint’s global reach is huge,” said Brown, and all the
analysts give it a tick for its integration with Office, which is
dominant on the desktop, and provides easy collaboration.”
“However analysts are starting to realise its limitations in
managing enterprise content”
“TRIM provides enterprise-level records management, both
physical and electronic,” said Brown. “The user can live and breathe
in SharePoint with physical records management done in TRIM.”
The TRIM 7 SharePoint modules will address the challenge
of managing and archiving the Web 2.0 content that is part and
parcel of SharePoint-based collaboration, blogs, wikis, discussions,
documents and Team sites.
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Kofax launches Accounts Payable automation suite
Kofax has launched a new platform to automate accounts
payable and other financial processes in a new release
of the MarkView Financial Suite.
Release 6.5 is the first release following the
acquisition of 170 Systems by Kofax in September 2009.
It fully integrates Kofax’s capture software to create
a complete end-to-end financial process automation
solution.
This enables the automated receipt and capture
of paper and electronic documents, extraction and
perfection of the data and workflows for routing
transactions through exception handling and approvals
on one unified platform.
“Release 6.5 is designed to help customers realise
lower costs by providing a single, consistent end-to-end
process for handling all paper and electronic invoices,”
said Jim Nicol, Executive Vice President of Products at
Kofax.
“This new release reflects our commitment to best
leverage assets from the 170 Systems acquisition to
deliver a financial process automation platform that is
simple to deploy and use while reducing a customer’s
total cost of ownership.”

MarkView 6.5 features full integration of Kofax
capture software that streamlines the transformation
of business documents into structured electronic
information.
This includes the business rules, knowledgebases
and learn-by-example technologies for invoice
recognition, classification and extraction that results
in improved data quality, reduced processing costs
and fewer exceptions. For example, invoices without
a corresponding purchase order can be automatically
routed for approval without the need for manual, timeconsuming processes.
The integration of Kofax e-Transactions provides a
single platform for the processing of both paper and
electronic invoices. This means that all relevant invoice
data can be captured during the invoice print process,
extracted, encrypted and then delivered to MarkView
approval workflows for automated validation and
approval.
Release 6.5 supports both Oracle and SAP. The release
has also passed certification for SAP ArchiveLink
integrated with SAP NetWeaver 7.00. The new release
also adds support for Windows 7 and Internet Explorer 8.

All SharePoint list items can be mapped to TRIM content types
and business rules used to manage and archive these. It can also
provide scheduled archiving of SharePoint team Sites.
The module seamlessly archives specific list objects in SharePoint
Server, or entire SharePoint Server sites, to HP TRIM. This happens
behind the scenes, which allows users to take entire SharePoint
Server sites offline while ensuring continued access to information.
HP has also put a major focus in modernising the architecture of
TRIM 7 to provide 64-bit support for Windows Server 2008. The
TRIM “thick” client will remain as Windows only, however a new
thin client will provide broad desktop platform support.

other state, for example the Quarterly Public Hospitals Performance
Report contains more than 1800 separate statistics in every report,”
Mr Lucas said.
The new emergency department data is currently manually
uploaded by clinicians in every ED and used by them to monitor
and assess how their ED is travelling.
The data changes regularly and is not a measure of performance,
rather it is a collection of data that enables clinicians to identify
where there are pressure points in the ED and thus where resources
and staff need to be re-allocated.

BlueCielo engineers ECM

BlueCielo has launched a new Engineering Content Management
(ECM) solution, the InnoCielo 2009a product family consisting
of InnoCielo Meridian Enterprise 2009a, its optional modules and
InnoCielo TeamWork 2009a.
InnoCielo Meridian Enterprise provides industry-specific
engineering content management solutions for companies
looking to optimise the management of their production assets,
including plants, production facilities and infrastructure. InnoCielo
TeamWork is a content management application for engineering
workgroups.
The InnoCielo 2009a release extends the functional themes
introduced in the 2009 version. The main enhancements are related
to remote engineering and the integration of AutoVue 2D and
AutoVue 3D. The InnoCielo 2009a release also includes support
for the latest version of Autodesk products such as AutoCAD and
Autodesk Inventor, as well as MicroStation and SolidWorks.

Qld puts health data online

Queenslanders will be able to look online to view the performance
of their hospital emergency departments under a new initiative
from Queensland Health.
Deputy Premier and Minister for Health Paul Lucas said the new
initiative would give the public greater access to information about
their hospital emergency departments.
Data to be published regularly on the Queensland Health website
will include emergency department (ED) data such as access block,
wait times, and attendances by hospital and by triage category.
“Queensland already reports more comprehensive data than any

Document management tops
wishlist for CIOs: Gartner
Document management and data storage is one of the top ten
technology strategies for CIOs in 2010, says analyst Gartner.
A Gartner survey of 1600 CIOs around the world reveals the
top ten business and technology strategies for the CIO this year,
with cloud computing and virtualisation heading the technology
priorities.
The analyst says IT budgets will essentially be flat in 2010,
increasing by a weighted global average of 1.3%, when compared
with 2009 levels when IT budgets declined 8.1%. Gartner said this
year CIOs are basically working with the same level of resources as
they were in 2005.
“Last year was the most challenging year for CIOs in the
corporate and public sectors as they faced multiple budget cuts,
delayed spending and increased demand for services with reduced
resources,” said Gartner analyst Mark McDonald.
“This is set to change in 2010, as the economy turns from
recession to recovery and enterprises transition their strategies from
cost-cutting efficiency to value-creating productivity.”
McDonald said that while technologies are transitioning from
“heavy” owner-operated solutions to “lighter-weight” services (like
cloud computing), CIOs are, in turn, transitioning IT beyond
merely managing resources to taking responsibility for managing
results.
“Transition gives the enterprise and IT the opportunity to
reposition themselves and exploit the tough corrective actions
taken during the recession,” he said.
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CSIRO chooses Sitecore CMS
for major intranet makeover
Australia's billion dollar research giant the CSIRO is underway with a
comprehensive program to migrate 28 different intranet platforms in
use across the organisation to the Sitecore web CMS.
is also expected to result in savings as the CSIRO is
The CSIRO intranet is used by more than 6500 staff
able to close down a lot of small servers hosting local
inside the organisation and regularly accessed by up to
intranets, stop paying license fees and free staff from
500 external PhD students and researchers.
local administration.
Catherina O'Leary, Manager Internal & Online
In preparation for the Sitecore migration, the
Communication at the CSIRO, said the move to a single
intranet platform would provide better manageability, communications team at CSIRO has spent the past
12 months doing some essential housekeeping on
be easier to maintain and result in significant savings in
corporate documents.
the long term.
The number of corporate files on the intranet has been
The intranet will continue to use the Funnelback
whittled down from 87,000 to around 20,000.
search platform which was developed in-house by
CSIRO scientists and sold last year
to Australian MySourceMatrix CMS
developer, Squiz.
The first phase of intranet
development will focus on providing
a common Web interface across the
entire organisation. Future phases
will include integration with CSIRO's
SAP enterprise applications and
systems built in-house that are used to
track workflow of documents created
collaboratively by CSIRO researchers.
There are presently a wide range
of different solutions used across
the different divisions of the CSIRO,
including flat HTML, SharePoint sites
and custom in-house developed CMS
solutions.
"An organisation like the CSIRO
has many clever individuals, and
some have developed their own CMS
solutions, However we are left with a
problem when these individuals leave,
especially if they don't leave behind
sufficient documentation."
The CSIRO’s Parkes radio telescope, The CSIRO has begun development of three intranet sites that
O'Leary would not reveal the budget will launch in pilot version using the Sitecore CMS in March 2010, with the remaining sites expected to
migrate by July.
for the Sitecore intranet migration,
although she did say it was "more than
"We needed to do this to reduce the workload on making
we expected."
the transition to the new CMS," said O'Leary.
The CSIRO reported over $A1.3 billion in revenue for
"Many of our divisions within CSIRO will be faced with
2008-2009, with just over half received directly from the
a similar task as they have content going back to 2001.
federal government. In 2008-2009 this included over
"We did look at tools to automate the migration of
$A200 million in revenue from patent revenues, with
content, but it was decided it was worth the pain and
the bulk coming from the groundbreaking 802.11 WiFi
effort to review content manually. Staff are less likely
wireless technology developed at the CSIRO and now
to maintain stuff that is not essential if it is a manual
used around the globe by more than a billion devices.
process."
The Danish Sitecore web Content Management System
"It also provides a great opportunity to make sure a
(CMS) was selected by the CSIRO in late 2009. O'Leary
lot of unstructured content we have on the intranet
acknowledges there was pressure from within the
becomes compliant with the AGLS metadata standards
organisation towards open source solutions, however
we adhere to at CSIRO."
she said," it kept coming back to the warranty issue."
"Making it a manual process may mean the
Having a single "throat to choke" if any problems arose
communications department at CSIRO won't be popular
with the CMS platform was seen as essential.
for a while, but it will be for the best."
The intranet CMS will be hosted centrally, which
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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$A5 billion fails to kick start
eHealth in Australia: analyst

national eHealth strategy would overwhelm eHealth strategies at
the local and regional level”.
Dr. Hodgkinson suggests, “Health innovators should focus on
meeting the needs of their local stakeholders within each state and
territory, while ensuring that solutions support emerging standards
for the healthcare identifier and the interoperability protocols being
developed by NEHTA. Expectations for a national eHealth strategy
need to be realistic, and not used as a reason to wait for instructions
from above and meanwhile postpone much needed investment”.

W
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W
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Australia’s national level eHealth strategy is making slow progress,
according to a new report from industry analysts Ovum,
“After many reviews, reports and an estimated $A5 billion
expended on various eHealth initiatives the country is no closer to
realisation of a national approach to eHealth,” stated Ovum’s public
sector Research Director, Dr Steve Hodgkinson.
Healthcare reform discussion at the national level is centred
around creating a more integrated healthcare system – supported
by processes and applications that link together the many healthcare
providers to better serve and protect patients and improve the
efficiency of provider interactions.
There are many leading edge clinical care and administration
innovations practiced by individual healthcare organisations and
within regional, state and territory jurisdictions. The key challenge
is how to take the next step forward at a national level to create a
healthcare system that makes the whole more than the sum of its
parts.
“The health sector shouldn’t hold its breath waiting for something
that is well lodged in the ‘too hard’ basket. Instead it should focus on
stimulating and coordinating local innovation in eHealth”, said Dr.
Hodgkinson.
“The problem is that as a nation we don’t seem to have the wit
necessary to agree a national approach – despite many years of
discussions. Of course it is complex, and progress is being made, but
the national eHealth strategy remains very much on a slow burning
fuse”, said Steve.
“It appears unlikely that the governments will be able to
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A rugged tablet companion

A new ruggedised tablet PC from Handheld Europe introduces
global roaming capabilities for high-speed data transmission.
The Algiz 7 features optional Gobi 2000 technology that allows
users to work on their choice of wireless frequency anywhere in the
world. Handheld’s Oceania Region distributor – Dave Cawsey said
proprietary MaxView technology allowed the tablet to be easily
read even in direct sunlight.
The Algiz 7 is an ultra-rugged 7-inch widescreen tablet that
features an Intel Atom 1.6GHz processor, 2GB of DDR2 RAM
and a solid state 64GB hard drive. It runs Windows 7 Professional
and standard connectivity includes Bluetooth and 802.11 WLAN.
Also standard is GPS navigation functionality and a 2-megapixel
digital camera with LED light. Priced from $3150 (excl. GST and
shipping), the Handheld Algiz 7 meets stringent MIL-STD-810G
military standards for withstanding humidity, vibration, dust and
extreme temperatures. It can withstand drops from 1.2 metres and
is highly water-resistant – including having waterproof USB, LAN
and RS232 ports.Dual 2400mAh battery packs can be changed, or
hot-swapped, without having to shut down.
www.avantec.com.au

Glide OS delivers file viewer

Glide is launching an integrated file-viewing component for the
GDrive that provides instant full-length previews of files in your
browser for over 250 different file formats. Sscan the content of
your files in your browser without the need to open applications or
download files.
“By leveraging an online OS with a cross platform mission, Glide
is able to continuously deliver powerful cross platform services for
consumers and businesses like the new GDrive File Viewer”
For example, you can preview all of the individual pages of a
Microsoft Word document from virtually any browser and print
the document without opening Microsoft Word. In addition, you
can view the document in full screen mode and zoom in and out.
The GDrive file viewer features high-resolution document
viewing. To view a file in your GDrive, simply click on “go” and then
select the “About” function from the Pie Menu.
Glide supports over 250 different file formats for file previewing
including Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, JPG, TIFF, PNG,
BMP, PSD, GIF, EPS; MP3, WMA, AIFF, WAV, M4A, QuickTime
(MOV), Windows Media Video (WMV), Flash Video (FLV), AVI,
MPG and MP4.
"By leveraging an online OS with a cross platform mission, Glide
is able to continuously deliver powerful cross platform services for
consumers and businesses like the new GDrive File Viewer," said
TransMedia Chairman and CEO, Donald Leka.
"Glide's cross platform capabilities point to a future of cloud
computing that offers the promise of transcending the traditional
proprietary technology model to benefit consumers and businesses."
www.GlideOS.com

Rocket Folio makes new landing

Rocket Software has announced Rocket Folio Version 4.7.2, which
includes updates to Folio Builder, Folio Publisher, Folio Views, and
Folio Integrator.
The Rocket Folio suite is a Windows platform for assembling,
enhancing, securing, and publishing reference information.
The latest version of the Folio client includes an improved RTF
import/export filter and enhanced compatibility with rightsmanaged Infobases created using previous versions of Folio.
The Folio products were originally created by Folio Corporation
and were subsequently owned by Mead Data Central (LEXISNEXIS), Open Market, and NextPage before the technology was
acquired by Fast Search & Transfer (FAST) in 2004. In 2008 FAST
was acquired by Microsoft. Rocket acquired the Folio and NXT
business from Microsoft in December 2009.

Nuance Reader adds PDF converter

Nuance has included a cloud-based PDF-to-Microsoft Office
conversion service with its free Nuance PDF Reader, an alternative
to Adobe Reader.
The free Nuance PDF Reader also enables PDF form save,
annotations and Microsoft SharePoint features.
The Nuance PDF Reader provides the ability to turn PDF files
being viewed in the reader into fully-formatted Microsoft Word,
Excel and Office XML documents through a cloud-based service
hosted on NuancePDF.com.
The Reader also provides a built-in SharePoint Connector that
allows users to open and save PDF files directly into Microsoft
SharePoint repositories.
PDF files being viewed within the free Nuance PDF Reader can
be encrypted and sent to the Nuance PDF Document Conversion
Service, where the user can select a format and have the converted
Microsoft Office document returned as a secure email attachment.
The NuancePDF.com cloud service showcases the PDF-toOffice conversion technology invented by Nuance in 2003 in
collaboration with Microsoft.
Nuance PDF Reader also addresses a troubling PDF security
issue found within some readers by giving users the option to
prevent JavaScript installation — something the Adobe PDF viewer
does not do. Preventing JavaScript installation creates a safer PDF
environment for the end user and adds an additional safety net for
IT professionals looking to safeguard their organisations. Hackers
have used the PDF JavaScript vulnerability to gain control of a user’s
computer — exposing users to system attacks and the transfer of
personal information simply by viewing infected PDF files.
While fully compatible with Adobe Reader, the Nuance PDF
Reader does not include proprietary Adobe “extras,” such as Adobe
AIR, which can add to download and installation size.

Scan Station 500 scales up

The Kodak Scan Station 500 has been enhanced to now offer daily
duty cycles of 3000 scans, allowing for the capture of larger volumes
of documents in a working day.
Another new feature, remote network administration, makes it
easier for IT professionals to manage the applications and settings
of multiple scanners from offsite locations.
“Enhanced functionality for the Scan Station 500 helps
businesses achieve better efficiency through a multi-functional,
easy-to-use networked scanning solution,” said Budd Webster,
Business Director, Scanners, Document Imaging, Kodak.
“Government agencies and offices, financial firms, health care
facilities, SMBs and other organizations are all examining ways to
help their employees work smarter, faster and stronger, to generate a
more productive day. At the same time, IT managers in these same
companies are seeking solutions for keeping costs low in hardware
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administration tasks, especially across multiple locations. With the
new Scan Station 500 upgrades, businesses can effectively meet
both of these requirements.”
The increased daily volume capacity enables the Scan Station 500
to help businesses process larger projects, effectively completing
more tasks in a single day. As a networked scanner, the Scan Station
500 saves on costs by eliminating the need for additional PC
hardware and software purchases. The scanner essentially serves
as a centralised hub for routing documents into network locations,
FTP servers, fax, USB drives, networked printers and other external
destinations.
Remote administration capabilities have been added into the
Scan Station 500, so IT managers and other technicians can more
easily perform regularly scheduled, specific maintenance tasks
associated with troubleshooting and installations from an off-site
location.
The new upgrades build upon the platform of the original Scan
Station 500, which offers a Voice Attachment feature to enable
personalised audio messages to be sent alongside scanned images.

CargoDocs delivers a digital
revolution for shipping

lines, lack of supply chain visibility, and the need to provide Letters
of Indemnity (LOIs). Shipping is one of the last major industries
to adopt paperless document solutions, but ESS believes that
CargoDocs will now help bring trade up to speed.
The first CargoDocs electronic Bill of Lading was issued by the
BRO DELIVERER on Monday January 25th for a shipment from
Ineos’s Finnart Terminal in Scotland to BP’s Terminal in Belfast,
after being electronically signed by the vessel’s Master.
The electronic Bill of Lading was transacted from Scotland to
London to Milton Keynes and produced back to the vessel in less
than two hours.
“The electronic transfer of shipping documentation is a significant
step forward for the industry,” said Guy Jarman of Morgan Stanley.
“We are excited to be associated with this important development.”
“CargoDocs fit perfectly within Brostrom’s fleetwide adoption
of broadband services and short sea services,” says Andreas
Jorgensen, Operations Manager for Brostrom Tankers. “It eases the
administrative burden for the Captain and fosters real time savings.”
BP has been involved with ESS for over five years, contributing
to the development and evolution of CargoDocs. Rob Ramos, UK
Supply Operations Manager at BP Oil UK confirmed the use of
BP’s first electronic Bill of Lading, saying “BP concluded testing
last year and are now comfortable with eDocs and welcomed the
opportunity to participate in this first electronic trade.”
ESS is working with a number of leaders in the oil, gas and product
industries during 2010 to rollout CargoDocs across Europe, North
Africa, the US Gulf Coast and Caribbean regions.

PDF-eXPLODE 3 shares the joy

Electronic Shipping Solutions has announced the launch of its
electronic shipping document service, CargoDocs, with BP Oil
UK and Morgan Stanley among the first customers to create and
transact an electronic Bill of Lading .
The shipping industry has long sought an electronic solution
to solve the significant inefficiencies caused by the use of paper
documents. These include vessel and cargo delays, stalled credit

With a click of the printer button, PDF-eXPLODE converts a
report, a Microsoft Office document or a mail merge document
into a batch of individual PDF attachments and securely and
reliably e-mails them to the designated recipients.
Used in combination with a task scheduler, users can automate
routine, personalised mailings for hands-free delivery.
Version 3 has been released with a new architecture designed for
bigger and more complex jobs, and new server versions support ing
multiple users.
Multiple users can now share a single instance of PDF-eXPLODE
on a PDF-eXPLODE server, allowing businesses to support more
users with less work.
E-mail messages can be formatted using HTML, providing the
ability to use fonts and styles, colors, headings, paragraphs, bulleted
and number lists, hyperlinks and images. A built-in HTML editor
is provided, or you can use another HTML editor.
Changes in the PDF-eXPLODE architecture support larger
and more complex documents. A new Completed Processing
Notification option allows you to specify a process to be executed
at the end of processing, such as a batch file (.BAT) or executable
file. (.EXE).
PDF-eXPLODE Version 3 is $US495 per single-user license.
www.pdf-explode.com

Seamless scanning integration with HP TRIM
Powerful data capture capabilities
Batch scanning of forms, documents and invoices
Support for advanced HP TRIM features
No ongoing per-page scan charges

Contact Sales at EzeScan
Phone 1300 EZESCAN
1300 393 722
Web www.ezescan.com.au
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Taking the DAM challenge
Elvis Presley and Osama Bin laden are two unlikely figures behind
the success of the Australian operations of New Holland Publishing, a
specialist non-fiction publisher that has been operating in this country
for over 16 years.
Begun as a series of picture books in the style of Where's Wally, Where's
Bin Laden was a hit with the public and has now spawned a version
incorporating the King of Rock'n'Roll, Elvis Presley. Also soon to be
released following the death of Michael Jackson is Where’s Michael.
Conceived by New Holland Managing Director Fiona Schultz,
the Where's Bin Laden series allows all the family to join in the fun of
searching for the Al-Qaeda mastermind in a series of busy pictorials.
Since being launched in 2006, Australian illustrator Daniel Lalic
has created three editions of the Where's Bin laden puzzle book
and even a 3D jigsaw. New Holland is now looking to replicate its
success with the Where's Elvis and Where’s Michael series.
The New Holland Web site at www.newholland.com.
au showcases a diverse catalogue of titles that cover cooking,
parenting, sport, biography and travel. The publisher releases over
70 new titles a year onto the local market, largely wholly Australian
content alongside content from its international parent.
Warren Moore, Digital and E-Marketing Manager for New
Holland Publishers in Australia, is responsible for implementing a
digital asset management (DAM) system to manage a large archive
of images and illustrations that have been built up over the length of
time the company has been in operation. This has grown even larger
with acquisitions of image archives from Landsdowne, Rigby and
other sources going back to the early part of this century.
One archive of sporting images in particular prompted the move
to acquire a DAM system. A library of cricket photos includes
some of the giants of Australian Test teams from the 30s, 40s and
50s. While these images sat in filing cabinets as transparencies
there would be little likelihood the company could exploit their
commercial value.
At the beginning of 2009 New Holland elected to move forward
with a digital asset management (DAM) platform from Cumulus.
"Our first priority was the image library," he said. "We had an asset
that we could not use as it was not catalogued."

Digitising workload

Accomplishing this would be no easy task. Digitising tens of
thousands of transparencies and photos presents a major logistical
challenge for a small company unable to devote major resources at
the task. The company is only 28 strong at its Chatswood, Sydney
head office, with about a dozen staff involved in book production.
The production workflow followed by the designers uses Adobe
InDesign although there is some residual use of Quark Publisher.
Cumulus has not yet been integrated into New Holland's
production workflow, all PDF files and images are archived on a
physical disc once a book is published.
"Given the size of the company, our focus in 2010 will be on
inputting images to the Cumulus DAM, beginning with 10-12
years of CD archives," said Moore.
"We also have a huge library of high resolution transparencies
and photographs to scan. We do have a transparency scanner and
will probably look at getting a top end consumer scanner for the
photographs.
"At this stage my thinking is we will probably scan the photographs
at low resolution sufficient for cataloguing, as it does not make sense
to scan the 30,000 images at high resolution on the off chance we
will need them. Its easy enough to pull them out of physical storage
when we do, but at least the DAM will give us the ability to know
what we have."

"Our first priority was the image library,
We had an asset that we could not
use as it was not catalogued." - Warren
moore, digital and e-marketing manager.
While the scanning program is under development, New
Holland's in-house photographer is already building a considerable
library of digital images on the DAM. These are processed in Apple's
Aperture suite and converted from RAW images to JPG with the
appropriate metadata.
New Holland's Cumulus DAM has been installed on a Windows
server with associated storage server offering up to 16TB capacity.
This is backed up to tape every week onto a pair of alternate tapes.
The New Holland network is a mix of Macs and PCs, and it was
essential to setup Web access for the international company's IT
manager located in South Africa.
The DAM was installed by Cumulus distributor DataBasics
and Sydney reseller Go Systems, with engineering assistance from
Canto in Germany. The task of categorising images as they are
ingested has been simplified by means of the Cumulus i-prefillerPro
plugin, which was configured to generate a popup form prefilled
with descriptive metadata.
Cumulus also offers an ecommerce plugin that will allow New
Holland to eventually provide the ability for visitors to the company
Web site to browse and buy images online.
For a small publisher like New Holland, it will be a big investment
to categorise and scan more than 100,000 individual hard copy
images. To ensure a payoff it will need to make the job of accessing
and acquiring images simple and pain-free wherever you are in the
world, whether holed up in a motel in Memphis or hiding in remote
Afghanistan.
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Engineering document success

In today’s business processes, information plays a key role. A Document
Management System is crucial to steer business processes and to ensure
that people have access to the right information whenever they want and
wherever they are. Cadac Organice BV describes 10 steps to a successful
implementation of an (Engineering) Document Management System, based
on its 20 years of experience in implementing EDMS systems for project
driven companies in various (engineering) industries
Step 1: Assign a project champion

To implement a successful project, it needs to be supported by
the full organisation. The best way to manage this is to assign a
project champion that knows your organisation, understands your
business processes and is capable of getting and keeping the various
people and disciplines on board. Your project champion will be
the engine for your project and will see to it that your project keeps
momentum.

Step 2: Get management support

Next to having a project champion, it is very important to have your
management supporting the project. An EDMS implementation is
directly related to the business and involves many of your disciplines.
As a result, people and disciplines need to team up, which requires
the support of your (senior) management.

Step 3: Prepare yourself

A successful project starts with proper preparations. You need to
well understand what you are up to and what you want to achieve.
It is important to properly define your scope, objectives and time
frame. Define the success of your project and create a business
case that secures your budget and determines your potential cost
savings.

Step 4: Take a step by step approach

Many implementations have failed or largely exceeded budget
because companies wanted to do too much too soon. Document
management is related to your business processes, so you need to
fully understand the impact of an EDMS implementation on your
business and on your organisation.
Business processes can be complex and it is possible that your users
respond differently to a document management implementation
than you expected up front. Therefore it is best to take a step by step
approach. By defining small steps with clear milestones, you oversee

what you are doing, are able to control and manage the process, and
give your users time to adjust to the new situation. Furthermore you
can easily evaluate each step and make any adjustments needed
without the risk of a big setback. With a step by step approach you
manage and control your implementation process and achieve
the right results. It is more important to properly evaluate all
functionality, than to evaluate all functionality at once!

Step 5: Define your requirements

Draw up your blue print To implement a system that really supports
your business and users, you need to understand your requirements.
Therefore you need to analyse your documents and document
processes and talk to various users from various disciplines to
understand how they work with documents and how documents
steer their tasks.
It is best to start at a business level by describing your requirements
from a business perspective, without being influenced by technical
(im)possibilities. As a next step, describe your functional and
detailed requirements and specifications. Together, your business
and functional requirements form the blue print for your EDMS.
Some of the topics you should describe in your requirements are:
• Your document processes:
o Document creation;
o Document approval & review;
o Document revision;
o Reference file management;
o Document distribution;
• Your documents (quantity, internal, external, etc.);
• Your document types (Office, CAD, Email);
• Your document (and project) structure;
• Your document properties (metadata);
To better clarify your business and document processes, it can
be very useful to create process flowcharts. Since most people are
visually oriented, a process flowchart can be very illustrative.

Seamless scanning integration with Autonomy iManage WorkSite
Powerful data capture capabilities
Batch scanning of forms, documents and invoices
Support for advanced iManage features
No ongoing per-page scan charges
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RAMS takes paperless path

RAMS paperless mortgage processing streamlines manual handling
procedures and improves approval times for customers
RAMS Home Loans has introduced paperless processing for all its
home loan applications utilising a hosted solution from business
process outsourcing specialist (BPO) Speedscan, in a move
expected to speed up processing and increase conversion rates.
Before the implementation of paperless processing, applications
were received by fax or email. These were then printed out and the
data entered manually. The new paperless process uses barcode
technology to automatically index all documents relating to a loan
application without the need for manual intervention.
This new process also means that lending managers can now
view all documents relating to a loan application, regardless of how
and when they are received, from the one location.
Mark Austin, Head of IT/Acting Head of Operations, said “The
move to a paperless loan application process will improve the
processing capability of RAMS by reducing manual touch-points
throughout the loan application process. This, in turn, will lead to
faster processing times, a better experience for RAMS franchisees
and brokers and ultimately a better experience for RAMS customers.
“We anticipate that the introduction of paperless processing
will not only minimise the amount of time spent locating files and
retrieving information but will critically lead to an improvement in
conversion rates.”
Automation ensures that every document is captured and
presented . After an application is completed via a RAMS Home
Loan Centre, a barcode is produced for document recognition and
auto indexing. Supporting documents can then be faxed or emailed
to RAMS - the barcode technology ensures they are automatically
included in the relevant application, no matter when they are
submitted.
Exceptions are also processed through Speedscan’s ‘Gateway’
platform. The system also integrates messaging with electronic
lodgement of loan applications and supporting documents such as
valuations.
Speedscan kicked off the paperless program by converting
500,000 pages of applications that were already in progress over

Xerox is global document
management leader: report
Analyst firm NelsonHall has reported that Xerox
Corporation leads the global document management
services market, predicted to increase to more than
$US45 billion by 2013. In its Document Management
Market Forecast: 2009-2013 study, NelsonHall reports
the iconic firm, represented in the Asia-Pacific region by
joint venture Fuji-Xerox, also tops the individual lists for
each major region including North America, Europe, the
Middle East and Africa, Latin America and Asia Pacific.
“The global document management market is predicted
to increase to more than $US45 billion by 2013,” said
Rachael Stormonth, senior vice president, NelsonHall.
“Xerox’s strength in document management is a
significant force in this growing market, and by revenue
it is the market leader.”
NelsonHall's document management services study
covers managed print services (MPS), inbound document
services, outbound transactional services and outbound
print management services.

two weekends. It is now managing with the daily receipting and
processing of applications and supporting documents as well
as exception processing. Several weeks of testing, training and
operating the new and old systems in parallel took place prior to go
live. Paperless processing is part of a wider program that will see an
increase in the use of electronic lodgement of applications and the
introduction of automated pre-approvals.
All of RAMS staff, from loans through to settlement, as well as
external legal, have access to loan documents (both before and after
settlement). RAMS loan writers and lending teams receive updates
by SMS and/or email notification at each milestone.

Real-time reporting and open communication

Speedscan is providing powerful web-based dashboards for real
time reporting together with its ‘Gateway’ platform for inbound
faxes and emails. In addition, Speedscan is hosting data for RAMS
through its SpeedVIEW hosted repository, which already holds
more than five million images.
Combined with outsourced processing services, the Speedscan
Gateway Platform provides straight-through processing for a
complex, document intensive process. The platform uses LIXI
compliant standards to ensure that RAMS systems and third
parties can communicate via an industry standard. The new system
is expected to reduce the amount of paper used annually by RAMS
by approximately 21,000 reams, the equivalent of 105 tonnes of
CO2, as well as significantly reducing distribution and storage
requirements.
“From reducing costs to retaining customers, a
well-executed document management strategy can
help organizations tackle their entire list of business
priorities,” said Stephen Cronin, president, Xerox Global
Services.
“NelsonHall’s recognition further validates Xerox’s
approach to document outsourcing – transforming
clients’ technology and work processes to drive longterm growth.”

FewClix for Notes

Notes users be ready for a paradigm shift. Synaptris
has announced the Beta availability of FewClix, an
email productivity add-on for Lotus Notes that claims to
“completely change” the way you communicate.
FewClix offers a tool to allow Notes users to quickly
prioritise their email, search and instantly find any email,
and personalise their mailbox and email experience.
The FewClix Beta product is available on the Lotus
Notes platform for both enterprises and individual
users and can be downloaded.
www.fewclix.com
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Work from a best practice

If you are unable to draw up your blueprint, a good alternative
is to work from a best practice example that reflects how similar
companies have setup their engineering document management
environment.
You can use a best practice to learn from it and either adopt it or
further adjust it to your needs. Many organisations have benefited
from best practices, helping them to (better) understand their own
requirements and to have a quick start in their implementation.

Step 6: Start a pilot

It is highly recommended to start with a pilot project. The
advantage of a pilot project is that you gain experience, understand
the impact of a document management implementation, and better
understand your requirements.
Furthermore you can better evaluate your first steps and make
any adjustments needed. A pilot project should comprise only a
defined part of your company and business, for instance a defined
project or department.
Do not include too many users, documents, document
types, document flows, etc. at once, but focus on a defined pilot
environment that you can easily manage and that will give you the
right feedback and results to define your next step.

Step 7: Evaluate your pilot

A good evaluation of your pilot is critical to continue a successful
implementation. It is very rare that companies are able to draw
up their blueprint right first time. Hardly anyone can oversee all
aspects of a document management implementation up front, and
therefore it is important to take small steps, evaluate each step and
make any adjustment needed.
Don’t panic if the first results of a pilot are disappointing. You
will probably learn more from a pilot than you first expected. Do a
proper evaluation with the users, your project team and your vendor
or implementation partner, and see what needs to be done to come
to the right configuration and implementation that supports your
document management needs and business processes.

Step 8: Scale up

After a successful first step you can scale up: more users, more
departments, more projects, more documents or document types,
etc. How to scale up depends on your specific situation and the best
way to do a step by step rollout in your organisation. When scaling
up, continue to take small steps to ensure a successful rollout.

Step 9: Provide training and support

User acceptance is critical for a successful implementation! Make
sure you provide proper training for your users. Train your users in
a production environment that reflects a real life situation, so your
users immediately experience the advantages and benefits of the
solution.
Base your training on real data and documents that have meaning
to your users. When users are able to immediately work with real
documents and data, they will easier accept the system.
Make sure that your users have no reason not to work with the
new EDMS, for instance because they can continue to work with
the old system.

Step 10: Foundation first, integrations next

Document management supports your business processes and
data and documents in your EDMS are often related to data in
other management systems (e.g. ERP, PDM, CRM, etc.). Before
starting to integrate your EDMS with other systems, make sure
your foundation stands. To build a skyscraper, you first need
to build a solid foundation! So make sure that you have a solid
document management foundation, before looking into (complex)
integration with other systems.

RESPONSE-ABLED
Working smarter not harder

Do your customer operations work efficiently, effectively and
collectively to generate exceptional customer service? Make your
team RESPONSE-ABLED by providing them with technology
that enables immediate response to customer communication.

Step 1: Read all about it – your free
whitepaper and case study downloads
Gain insight into the benefits of capturing inbound
documentation into your organization’s business system for
processing as quickly as possible.
Step 2: Assess your current document
processing practices
Assess your document processing practices with our
Document Automation Best Practice Tool and identify ways
in which to accelerate staff responsiveness to customer
communication.
Step 3: Build your business case for
document processing automation
Our automation experts will assist you by engaging your
team in a FREE Discovery Workshop to review your
processing practices and jointly develop an action plan for
process improvement.

Contact us or visit
www.readsoft.com.au/classifyindex/
to work through these steps

Contact us for a free consultation
+61 2 9929 0676
info-au@readsoft.com
www.readsoft.com.au
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Don’t be in the dark about the
dangers of PDF redaction
Despite the fact that redaction
software is widely available, you
have to ask the question, “why
is it so many people continue to
get it so wrong when it comes to
redacting documents.” This article
looks at the basic structure of
the PDF document as a possible
reason for this situation.
The Portable Document Format (PDF) was developed more than
15 years ago. It was intended as a way of allowing users to share
documents—this wasn’t possible previously. PDF allows users
to share content with others irrespective of applications, fonts or
system settings. The PDF can be read on screen or printed from any
machine. The PDF document provides us with a number of other
benefits:
Portability – PDFs are usually smaller than the original
document, making it easier to email and to post on web sites
Fidelity – a PDF document is an exact copy, image or replica of
the original. This cannot be said of Microsoft Word documents. For
example, sending a MS Word document to a colleague or external
third party, who might have different version of MS Word, different
printer, can produce differences between the documents.
Reliability – you can open a PDF document on any system
(Windows, Mac, Unix etc) and it will display exactly the same on
each machine.
Security – PDF documents can be secured in a number of ways.
Users can apply an open password to the document. The recipient
needs to know the password in order to open the document.
You can encrypt PDF documents to prevent users from editing,
changing or manipulating the document.
You can also apply digital signatures to the PDF to authenticate
the document. A PDF application should also have a Redaction
capability.

WHAT IS REDACTION

Redaction involves permanently removing sensitive or private
information from a document. Redacting paper documents is a
fairly simple process — get a marker and strikethrough the text
to redact or hide it. Redacting PDF documents, as some have
discovered, is more complicated.
A number of high profile cases at the Transport Security
Administration (TSA) (see article at right), the White House, the
Pentagon, the Washington Post and the New York Times make the
point that no one is immune. These particular incidents illustrate
a very simple point: you cannot hide confidential content by
obscuring or covering the information in a PDF document.
PDF documents are structured in layers—for example, text is on
one layer and images on another. Thus, redacting text with opaque
objects is not a foolproof method of redaction as you are simply
adding another layer, which can be peeled back to reveal what’s
underneath.
To add another layer of complexity to the redaction problem, you
need to consider the underlying structure of the PDF. Depending
on how the PDF was generated—i.e. a Word document converted

to PDF, or a scanned document output as a PDF— there may be
more than one layer of information that needs to be redacted.
One of the most vexing issues for users is that PDF content looks
alike, regardless of the underlying structure of the PDF.
Simply opening and inspecting the PDF may not disclose the
true structure of the PDF file. There are 3 possible formats to be
aware of in this context. They are Text-PDF, Image-PDF, and
Image-OCR PDF.
Text-PDF: when a Word document is converted to PDF, the
typical process is to create a PDF document containing the full text
of the source document.

When the redaction is applied or
burned into the PDF document, it
should not overwrite the original.
In the PDF creation process, the text has been extracted from the
Word document (or Excel Spreadsheet or Web Page) and inserted
into a PDF “container” with details about font type and size, location
of text, and other details about how the text should be displayed.
The result is a searchable PDF document with the same appearance
as the source document.
For the purposes of redaction, this type of document contains a
single “layer” of information which must be redacted.
Image-PDF: an image-PDF is created when paper files are
scanned (or faxed) or when Text-PDF files are reprinted as Image-
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PDF files. The result is a document with no searchable text – the
PDF simply contains an image of the source document.
For the purposes of redaction, this type of document contains a
single “layer” of information which must be redacted.
Image-OCR PDF: with Image-PDF files, a common practice
is to add a step called “Optical Character Recognition” (OCR).
OCR is software with the ability to read a graphic representation
of a letter or number and convert it to text. This step adds a layer of
searchable text to an Image-PDF making the document searchable.
This allows an image-PDF to be retrieved with full-text searching
when stored in a document management or other similar system.
In this case, the PDF still contains the ‘image’ of the document as
well as a separate layer with the text information.
For the purposes of redaction, this type of document contains
two “layers” of information which must be redacted.
The distinction between these types of PDF files and the number
of layers contained within the PDF is key to safely redacting a PDF
file. When you examine a PDF file, there is no conclusive way to
visually know which PDF format you’re viewing (Text-PDF, ImagePDF, Image-OCR PDF).
It is vital that you use an application with tools specifically
designed for redaction. The tool must (a) understand which type of
PDF file it is working with; (b) remove any text in a redaction zone
if the text exists and (c) permanently affix any redaction marking.
pdfDocs Desktop greatly simplifies the redaction process
because it accommodates each of the PDF formats described above.
pdfDocs can (a) automatically detect the type of PDF file and then
apply the correct method of redaction, (b) properly remove any
text when present, and (c) make redaction markings permanent so

Redacting text with opaque objects
is not a foolproof method.
they cannot be removed by any PDF editing application including
pdfDocs Desktop.
For the pdfDocs user, the process is to simply choose the
“REMOVE” tool, regardless of type of PDF being redacted, and
pdfDocs will manage the entire redaction process.
Text-PDF: pdfDocs Desktop automatically removes text from
the redaction zone whenever the user opens, emails, or saves a PDF
document marked for redaction. This means that redaction occurs
with a single-step-process assuring redaction is always applied
where marked.
Image-PDF: pdfDocs Desktop automatically “burns in” a mark
or “box” in the redaction zone whenever a user opens, emails, or
saves a PDF document marked for redaction. The redaction mark
becomes permanently affixed to the PDF and cannot be removed
with any PDF content tool.
This is distinguished from the erroneous practice of using an
annotation box to hide text. This method can be “undone” by a
recipient who has appropriate tools because annotations are not
“burned in” or permanent unless the PDF file is reprinted as an
Image-PDF.
Image-OCR PDF: these files require special handling because
they (a) contain two layers – an image layer and a text layer – and (b)
redaction must be applied to both layers. pdfDocs can automatically
detect this type of file with the inclusion of pdfDocs OCR Server.
For the text layer contained within the Image-OCR PDF,
pdfDocs will give the user a choice of (a) applying an OCR process
to assure the text layer does not contain the text marked for redaction
or (b) remove all text from any page containing a redaction mark.
For the image layer, pdfDocs will automatically “burn in” the
redaction mark so that it cannot be removed with any PDF content
solution including pdfDocs Desktop. pdfDocs will also warn the
user when redacting that there are graphic images in the document
(as well as text) and prompt the user to OCR the document to
confirm that the ‘graphic’ representation of the text is removed.

Redaction slip hits US security

The government body which oversees airport security
in the USA hit the news with the leak of an internal guide
that could make it easier to sidestep airport passenger
screening procedures.
The US Transportation Security Administration
suffered an embarrassing exposure after leaking a
document that featured important sections that were
redacted. Because of lax procedures the original text
was able to be uncovered.
USA Today reported that “The document outlines who
is exempt from certain additional screening measures,
including members of the U.S. armed forces, governors
and lieutenant governors, the mayor of Washington,
D.C., and their immediate families.”
According to one report, “TSA posted a redacted
version of the document but did not delete the sensitive
information from the file. Instead of removing the text,
the government covered it up with a black box. But the
text was still embedded in the document and could be
uncovered
“A number of surveys and research papers are
circulating that indicate that more than 50% of data
leaks of confidential or private information are
accidental rather than malicious,” said DocsCorp
marketing manager Kerry Carroll.
“Certainly, high profile incidents throughout the year
involving government bodies, large corporations and
financial institutions around the world show that no one
is immune.”

pdfDocs assures that the end result, regardless of format of
PDF document, is a file that does not contain redacted text or any
indicator of number of characters of redaction, and has a redaction
mark permanently applied. All of this takes place with one simple
step for the user.

SEVEN MUST-HAVE REDACTION FEATURES

When considering a Redaction solution, consider the following
capabilities:
• Safely redact text, graphics, and images: your redaction software
should be able to permanently remove text, graphics and images
from the PDF document. So if someone copies the content into
another application, the content will not display.
• Search and redact feature: this works much like the find and
replace function in MS Office. Type in a word or string of words to
locate them in the document. Then you can apply the redaction to
one or all of them.
• Exemption codes to explain redaction: when you redact a word,
image or an area of a document, the reader will certainly want to
know why this information is blacked out. There are some standard
exemption codes that are used. However, your software should
give you the ability to write on the redacted area explaining the
redaction.
• Edit the redaction: a good redaction solution will let you edit
the redaction, i.e. delete the redaction, reposition it on the page or
resize the redacted area.
• Full-page and multi-page redaction: should you want to redact
an entire page, your redaction solution should provide you with the
ability to redact a full page as well as the ability to redact a range of
pages.
• Protect the original document: when the redaction is applied or
burned into the PDF document, it should not overwrite the original.
• Remove metadata from the PDF: PDF like MS Word documents
also contain metadata (information about the document), such as
author, subject, keywords and title. Your solution should give you
the ability to remove such metadata from the PDF.
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THE LIBERATING EFFECT OF
INTEGRATED MESSAGING
When email management is combined with
ECM Solutions, everbody wins, writes Jill
Nehrybecki

Email management at its most basic level is simply dealing with
emails and their attachments once they are sent or received by your
organisation.
During my work as business and information analyst, I have found
that with the absence of any electronic control measures in place,
most organisations:
• Expect staff to save the message and its attachments in personal
folders or shared drives according to subject and content;
• Have the IT department save all in an unstructured “bank” or
repository;
• Create a policy that requires staff to adhere to strict rules of
conduct and procedure and simply hope that they do;
• Pray that all of the above measures serve you well in client
disputes and litigation (e-discovery) etc.
With advanced document and email management automation
solutions, such risks and prayer become unnecessary as does the
stress of dealing with the ramifications when it all falls apart. Such
solutions are generally inexpensive compared with the actual fines,
refunds, contractual disputes, and even jail time that has been
metered out.
It is unrealistic to expect staff to always adhere to policies and
procedures. Many don’t even know if such policies exist. When you
are under pressure to perform doesn’t strict adherence to policy go
out the window in favour of results and delivery?
Document management solutions force both emails and
attachments of every file type to adhere to strict rules and
procedures.

Each incoming and outgoing email can be “read” by the system
and filed according to its contents and topic.
Further, all attachments and the emails themselves are
automatically linked (referenced) permanently to all others that
relate to that same subject.
Once captured, it then takes only seconds to find all of the
information and correspondence you need wherever you need it
and for whatever purpose. This means that you no longer need to
rely on memory (or prayer).
A smart investment in both email and document management
electronic delivers a workflow that can:
• Create a required email;
• Pull data from any database or enterprise system;
• Attach all relevant documents;
• Determine the required recipients (to, cc, bc); and either
• Send it to a specialist document controller to check for
completeness and add any finishing touches; or
• Simply fire it off to the intended recipients; and
• Save it in the appropriate place for later reference, business audit,
or e-discovery.
Just think of the number of processes in your organisation
that are repetitive and cause stress and expense? There are many
examples where manual processes can be replaced, saving money,
reducing time and pressure.
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Procurement

Picture this, your organisation must issue a tender for say a new
mobile phone solution. Procurement is advised of this by way of
an automated email which sets of a workflow. You very likely have
preferred vendors in one of your database for this and any other
purchase you make. The system can simply locate the details of
each of the preferred vendors, and email all necessary documents
the bidders would need to be sent. At various times from then until
the closing date, if nothing has been received, the system can fire off
reminder emails.
If the deadline is missed, a “Dear Jane” message can be sent.
Again, once set up these emails require no intervention by your
staff. If any of the bidders have questions, they simply email to a mail
box where the system polls the data contained in that message and
references it to the tender and the bidder, etc.
Each response to those emails is also automatically linked to that
tender and captured by your enterprise forever. If a senior manager
needs to be across all correspondence or simply keep a general eye
on it, based on certain criteria, the system can automatically send
documents or emails to them for attention.
Your business makes the rules and the ECM/email solution
simply enforces as much as code and software can do for you.
When tender responses are received and the expected combination
of documents returned, again the system captures them and
allows you to deal with them according to automated workflow
and procedural and compliance requirements. Just imagine how
many key strokes, how much lost sleep and wasted admin has been
eradicated?

Engineering and Construction

Engineering is another major application of complex
communication and data and documentation requirements.
There are so many checks and balances that the drawings and
documentation must pass prior to final approval for construction.
At the most basic level, ECM systems control each drawing and
all associated project documentation and communications. Each
document is forced through a compliant workflow that is tough and
must be right. At all times delays cost money.
Simple email management is often included that notifies anyone
anywhere that work or approval is required of them and sends them
maybe a link to the file and all the tools they need to view and mark
up the document even to their blackberry or PDA.
If that person has not completed this approval by a certain date, it
can be assumed they are not contactable and there is a danger you
may miss a deadline.
The system can automatically advise a third party of the potential
crisis and allow them to compete the task or reroute the work.

Accounts Payable

How often does account payable receive an invoice for work that
has been performed where a PO doesn’t exist? With email and
document automation, account staff can have a lot of their work
done for them.
For example, if an invoice is received and the system cannot find
any reference to a PO number in any part of its contents or metadata,
your system can simply fire off an email to let the sender know that
it cannot be accepted until a PO has been arranged. Of course the
vendor will not like this and have to chase up an order, but thus far,
accounts payable staff has not had to lift a finger.
Remember, every time a key stroke is performed, or an email
needs to be manually sent, you open your business to user or keying
error. It is so much better if all of those emails you repeatedly send
are standardised and preformatted as templates. Again, any email
can be automatically sent triggered by any other system “event”.
With a combined document management system, that email
can pick up any combination of documents as attachments on its
way out. These can be finally checked by a member of staff, or if just
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au

Strong, effective and rapid relief

from the painful symptoms of non-compliance.

RecordPoint is a 3rd generation, rules based
records management solution built exclusively
on the Microsoft SharePoint™ platform and is
speciﬁcally designed to cater for the record
keeping challenges of an increasingly electronic
world.
Extremely cost effective, RecordPoint is easy to
use and will enable your organisation to meet its
evolving records management needs.
ISO15489 compliant and fully VERS certiﬁed
Implementation of retention and disposal
requirements
Rule based records classiﬁcation reduces records
management complexity
High user adoption, increased productivity and
decreased end user workload
100% Microsoft SharePoint™ based

recordpoint
records management made easy

www.recordpoint.com.au

2009
AWARD WINNER

Information Worker Solutions,
Portal and Collaboration
Partner of the Year
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pushed out as required. Either way, there will be a permanent copy
of it and its attachments just in case it is ever needed.

Asset Management and Maintenance

In any company the maintenance division must ensure that all
assets and equipment receives regular maintenance. OK, say you
build road signs that need to periodically be explosive tested, or have
air conditioners that need to have their filters replaced according to
the guidelines. Perhaps a mining conveyor belt needs to be replaced
on a regular basis.
With email and document automation, the system knows what
parts and labour is required, how often, by which vendor, and where
each piece of equipment is located. What can occur is that any time
a piece of equipment requires regular maintenance; well prior to
the event the appropriate person will be notified by an automated
email to raise a PO. This process is controlled and directed by ECM
workflow.
Then when the PO is approved and released, the system can fire
off an email to the preferred supplier with a work order allowing
them to schedule the work well prior to the date required for
compliance.
This approach minimises key strokes and time required of
staff. Once the work is performed and the maintenance team or
contractor submits an email to notify you, the system can ensure
that the required documents are submitted and update your asset
register.
If the system does not receive such an email, it can continue
to request it . If you are audited, you can prove to the compliance
officers that all equipment complies and you are “all over” the
process.
All of this drives your company to higher agility, assures much

higher levels of security and that
all communication is kept safe
and is easily located for any reason
immediately that it is required.
Your clients, staff and contractors
are all finally working in the
same page and only concerning
themselves with that part of their
jobs that they are most expert at
their highest productivity.
Your entire operation is simply
a series of “if then” actions. If an
action or process is required and
has not been completed by a
certain time or date, emails are
triggered. If a document requires
Jill Nehrybecki is managing director of
action by a certain date by a certain Innov8,
a specialist consultant in enterprise
management, CAD drawing
person, or group and it has not been document
management and business process.
done, email lets everyone know.
ECM combined with automation
and basic templates takes away the hassle of sending repetitive
emails, one of the headaches of the modern workplace we can all
do without.
It was recently reported that a staff member at France Telecom
jumped out the window after receiving one last email that drove her
over the edge.
The company President admitted that staff were under increasing
pressure from dealing with the ever-increasing barrage of email. In
the age when Crackberry Syndrome is a real mental illness, the
application of the email management techniques described in this
article can do more than save time and avid risk, it can save lives!

As part of a content management
system email becomes just another
file that needs to be managed
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You've got iMail!

Tired of continually checking your iPhone when expecting
important emails or messages from your favorite social networking
sites
iPriorityMail is a new email management tool for the iPhone 3G
and 3GS that delivers immediate pop-up and ringtone notifications
for important emails and messages received via Facebook, LinkedIn
and Twitter.
Connect with up to three email accounts and customize the
alerts for those emails.
iPriorityMail’s social media integration allows users to easily reply
back to messages and launch into their Facebook and LinkedIn
apps (Facebook and LinkedIn will default to their webpage if
their respective app isn’t installed), while Twitter will launch users
directly through Safari.
iPriorityMail is available as a 30-day trial on the Apple iTunes
App Store and is $0.99/month thereafter.

Unclogging Outlook

Archiving boost for Alfresco

CIGNEX, a global open source services company, is teaming
up with Opsera, the developers of OpsMailmanager, to deliver
enterprise-class email storage and management in the Alfresco
ECM platform.
Opsera's OpsMailmanager enables enterprises to store and
search for email messages and their attachments in an Alfresco
repository. Leveraging open standards-based technologies, It
provides easy integration with all leading email clients including
MS Outlook, Lotus Notes and Novell Groupwise.
Paul Anthony, CEO of CIGNEX said: “We partnered with
Opsera because their OpsMailmanager solution builds on both
companies’ Alfresco expertise to provide an enterprise-grade email
management platform to a wide range of industry sectors.
“We believe that the combination of our global delivery capability,
Alfresco ECM and OpsMailmanager provides a compelling
solution for comprehensive information management, at a fraction
of the cost of alternative proprietary systems.”
Michael Walton, CEO and Founder of Opsera said:
“OpsMailmanager provides a secure and scalable solution to the
challenge of sharing, managing and archiving email information in
Alfresco ECM.
“By taking advantage of OpsMailmanager’s high performance
and customisable architecture, CIGNEX reinforces its position
as the world’s leading Alfresco deployment specialist. We look
forward to closely working with them on OpsMailmanager
implementations, product collaboration and other related Alfresco
activities.”

From Russia with Love

The Netherlands' Caelo Software promises to cure
email overload in Outlook with its NEO Pro 4.1 add-on.
According to the company, NEO Pro enhances the
platform upon which Microsoft Outlook is built – without
replacing it – by providing users with an improved way
to locate messages, track and view entire conversations
at once, separate bulk mail from personal mail, easily
find attachments and automatically streamline email
communication.
Rather than serving as a substitute for Microsoft
Outlook, NEO Pro operates as an add-on product that
interacts with Outlook and Outlook Exchange data, as
well as all message stores, in order to organize emails
more efficiently.
“Today, there are two ways to organize your email –
either let it pile up in your Inbox, sacrificing the ability
to easily locate a message when you need it, or spend
hours refining email client programs and dragging
individual messages into separate folders. Both of
these options are very time consuming and frustrating,
as they require ongoing manual action by the user,” said
Gerard den Hertog, General Manager, Caelo Software.
“NEO Pro 4.1 assists users in finding, dealing with and
filing messages quickly through its automatic email
organisation, without requiring hours of daily upkeep or
an entirely new setup of the email client program.”
NEO Pro 4.1 retails for $49.95, with volume discounts
available upon request.
www.emailorganizer.com

UserGate Mail Server is a new addition to the range of affordable
internet security products developed by Russian Software
Developer Entensys.
It promises to solve the problem of unauthenticated and
unidentified connections being made directly to the server via email
– when material from an unknown source is taken into a trusted
destination - allowing you filter out dangerous and unwanted email
content.
Mail Server scans your incoming traffic with both Kaspersky Lab
and Panda Antivirus for added security.
UserGate Mail Server allows administrators to apply a flexible
system of rules to individual email accounts.
It includes domain and account management, Web-client,
distribution list support, directory services and remote accounts
management, LDAP support and a powerful and flexible rules
system.

Websense unveils TRITON

Websense has combined its Web, data and email security
technologies into a single platform that promises unified content
analysis and management. The Websense TRITON architecture
integrates realtime Web content analysis and malware protection
with a Data Security Suite
Data loss prevention (DLP) technology is incorporated into Web
security gateway and email security solutions, delivering realtime
analysis and classification of inbound and outbound content for
protection from inbound threats. TRITON allows organizations
to set persistent security policies across geographically dispersed
offices and remote workers, and easily manage those policies from
a single management console for both their on-premise and SaaS
Web, data and email security solutions.
“We have been pursuing this unified content security strategy
with relentless focus since early 2007 by developing, acquiring
and integrating our industry-leading Web, email and data security
technologies and expanding our ThreatSeeker content analysis
and threat detection capabilities,” said Websense President John
McCormack.
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SharePoint gets the message
Microsoft’s collaboration platform – SharePoint – offers a number of
ways to deliver better workflow with e-mail.
Let’s start at the beginning. You decide to grant some staff
members access to a SharePoint site. If your environment has been
appropriately set up, you have the option of having SharePoint send
them an e-mail informing them that they can now have permissions
to that particular location.
But wait, there’s more – once the staff start using the SharePoint
environment, they will probably find content that they are
particularly interested in.
This is where Alerts come in. Say we are keen on knowing about
any Leave Requests that are submitted to the document library
dedicated to that purpose. Not a problem, just select Alert Me from
the document library’s Actions menu. This tells SharePoint to drop
you an e-mail when there are changes made.

let people decide themselves what they
are interested in - give them the ability to
create and delete alerts as they see fit.
There are plenty of options for fine-tuning your alerts. For
example you may only want to be notified when an item has been
added rather than updates to existing items. Or perhaps you are
very keen to know if someone has deleted a document. One of the
more interesting properties for alerts relates to the frequency. If
you choose “send e-mail immediately” then you will get an e-mail
shortly after the changes have been made. It’s not quite “immediate”
– the job responsible for sending these alerts runs every 5 minutes
by default.
Choosing immediate notifications results in one e-mail for
each item that has been changed. If you don’t need to be notified
so urgently, you can choose a daily or weekly summary instead.
In these cases, you will only receive one e-mail per day or week,
summarizing all of the changes you are interested in. This can be
a great way to be kept informed of updates, particularly if these
changes are infrequent.
What if you are only
interested in a subset of the
documents in a library? Not a
problem, just create a view that
filters the documents down
to the set you are interested
in. Once you have created a
filtered view, the “Alert Me”
screen includes an option to
filter on items that appear in
any of your filtered views.
You can also sign up on
alerts for items within a
document library folder. Just
choose the “Alert Me’ option
from the folder’s drop-down menu. If any items in the folder or its
subfolders change, SharePoint will drop you an e-mail.
You can even target a specific item in a document library. Perhaps
there is a specific proposal that you want to closely monitor. Again,
simply select the “Alert Me” option from the item’s drop down
menu.
I have often gotten the request to turn on alerts for everyone
in the company. While the intentions are good, this goes against
the concept of SharePoint alerts. The idea is to let people decide
themselves what they are interested in - give them the ability
to create and delete alerts as they see fit. Of course, this means

they need to be made aware of the functionality so they can take
advantage of it. Ideally, this approach will reduce the amount of
internal spam in people’s inbox.
Saying all of that – it is actually possible for people with full
control permissions to sign up other individuals for alerts. The
key thing to note here is that you can only sign up individuals; you
cannot specify a group alias to receive alerts. If this is what you are
trying to do, then there are other ways of achieving this – the easiest
probably being a workflow created using SharePoint Designer.
Another handy spot that you can use alerts in SharePoint is
with search results in Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (not
available in the Windows SharePoint Services version). Once you
have performed your search you can sign up to receive e-mail alerts
whenever SharePoint indexes a new item that meets your search
criteria.
Combining this with the advanced search functionality
means that you can have SharePoint constantly monitoring your
environment for specific content that you are interested in. Perhaps
it’s tender responses that mention a particular product, or CV
submissions with a certain skill set. You might even use it to ensure
that inappropriate terms do not appear in your documents. Since
SharePoint can index items on your file system and web sites, search
alerts are not limited to content stored within SharePoint.
Once people start taking advantage of alerts, they are going to
want ways of managing them. If your users are running Microsoft
Outlook 2007 then they can access the Rules and Alerts dialog box
from the Tools menu. Select the Manage Alerts tab and you will
see a list of any SharePoint e-mail alerts you have signed up for. You
can unsubscribe from an alert directly from here, or link back to the
SharePoint site to modify the alert settings.

When you are browsing a SharePoint site, the Welcome menu
has a My Settings option. This allows you to access a page that lists
all of the alerts that you have signed up for within the current subsite. From here you can modify the frequency of a particular alert or
just remove ones that you no longer need.
The standard SharePoint Tasks and
Issue Tracking lists come with special
e-mail notification functionality not
available in other out-of-the-box lists.
When a person or group is assigned to
an item they will receive an e-mail with the item details. They will
also be e-mailed each time the item is modified.
Not only can SharePoint send you e-mails, you can also send
e-mails to SharePoint. At first, this may seem a little odd, but in
practice, it can be a great way to easily add content to the SharePoint
environment.
There is some mail server and SharePoint configuration involved,
but once this has been accomplished you get the option to assign an
e-mail address to a library. You can decide what happens to e-mails
sent to the library.
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Your options include:
• Save any attachments in the e-mail to the root folder of the
document library;
• Create a folder based on the e-mail subject and save attachments
within it; or
• Create a folder based on the e-mail sender and save attachments
within it.
Since it is quite likely that you will receive attachments with the
same name going into the same folder, you can decide to either
overwrite the previous file, or auto-rename the new file to include
an incremental number.
You can also choose to save the original e-mail message. This is
saved with a .eml file extension. SharePoint is able to index the text
within these .eml files so that they can be found using the search
functionality. It is interesting to note that .eml files are opened
within Internet Explorer or Outlook Express but not the standard
Outlook client. This makes it difficult to reply to an e-mail that has
been saved to SharePoint.
There are third-party products on the market that improve the
ability for people to save e-mails to SharePoint. I have seen this used
effectively for storing correspondence, say for a specific project.
However I’m also aware of companies that have considered using
SharePoint as an enterprise-wide message store – in my opinion
this is a step too far for the platform. There are more appropriate
platforms out there for this.
Allowing a document library to receive content via e-mail
can be very powerful. Consider remote workers that are often
disconnected from the network. They can compose e-mails with
attachments, hit “send” and have them queue up in their outbox
until they are next online. At that point, all the necessary data will
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be sent through to the proper location. Combine this with event
handlers and workflows and you have a very versatile platform for
collecting and processing content. From a security perspective, you
need to decide whether you are going to accept e-mails from anyone
or just those people who have permissions to the document library.
While it is nice to open up your document library via e-mail to
external parties, it does mean that you have little control over what
comes into that library or who can submit to it. As with most things,
the secret is to plan up front, know what you are getting into and
monitor for inappropriate activity.
Document Libraries aren’t the
only list type that can receive e-mails.
Discussion and Announcement lists
have similar features. In these cases, the
e-mail message is used to create a new
list item and the attachments are added
to the item.
This can be particularly useful for
having discussions within your e-mail
client and using a SharePoint discussion
list to store the conversation thread for
future reference.
Although we are living in an
Enterprise 2.0 world, with tweets
and other technologies vying for our
attention, e-mail remains a staple part of
our online communications. Hopefully Ivan Wilson is a founder and principal of
this article has given you some ideas on Sydney consultancy business SharePoint
Gurus
how you can integrate SharePoint and
e-mail in your environment.

Full-function
Document
Management
on Microsoft
SharePoint

Solutions for SharePoint and Office

“The Outlook integration provided by MacroView
DMF is the best available in the market today.”
To see why organizations around the world are licensing MacroView DMF and MacroView Message,
visit www.macroviewwisdom.com or contact MacroView on +61 2 9249 2700
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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Office opens up
to OnePlaceMail
OneePlaceMail is broadening its horizons,
with release 3.1 of the Outlook/Sharepoint
integration suite extending its reach to
Word/Excel and PowerPoint.
Australian
developer
Scinaptic
Communications created OnePlaceMail
to provide a simple means of saving
Outlook email directly into SharePoint.
This functionality has now been extended
to the rest of the Office suite, in both 2003
and 2007 releases.
The OnePlaceMail Office productivity
Tools feature a refined User Interface for
seamless integration between Outlook,
Office, Windows Desktop and SharePoint.
Release 3.1 provides the ability to send
and save emails directly to SharePoint, as

well as SharePoint Library Management
from within Outlook.
The release has been stress tested on
libraries with thousands of folders to ensure
responsiveness is maintained, and it also
offers email attachment management
as well as Enterprise Deployment and
Configuration Options.
OnePlaceMail integrates with the
Windows right-click ‘send to’ menu. Files
on network drives and personal folders
can be uploaded in the same seamless
way as emails and attachments. It adheres
to SharePoint security so users can only
upload or view content for libraries/lists
where they have appropriate SharePoint
access.

Qantas dumps notes
for Outlook: Report
Industry Web site Travel Blackboard has
reported that Qantas is migrating from
its decades-long commitment to Lotus
Notes in favour of Microsoft Outlook. It
claims the decision to switch to Outlook
emanated from Qantas CEO Alan Joyce
and IT executive David Hall.
"At the end of February, we will see
between 100 and 200 executives migrate
to Outlook," the site quotes Hall, Qantas
corporate services & technology executive
"We will then look at moving 20,000
people over from Notes. All this will
happen over the course of this year.”
Hall told Travel Blackboard, "It's a
fundamental change but it's really terrific
for people in terms of ease of use. We're
looking to refresh our communications
tools and we'll be moving to a full suite of
Microsoft Office and SharePoint as well."

Computershare takes guard with Symantec
Computershare is implementing the Symantec Data
Loss Prevention solution worldwide to protect hundreds
of millions of confidential shareholder records.
Founded in Australia in 1978, Computershare has
grown over the past five years to become the world’s
largest and leading supplier of investor and corporate
administration services. It employs more than 10,000
people and supports over 30,000 corporate clients
through operations in 20 countries.
“Our services, which include share registration,
employee equity plan administration and proxy
solicitation, require us to manage more than 150 million
individual shareholder records incorporating sensitive
information such as credit card and bank account details.
“We also need to manage information specific to
individual regions, countries and states, including tax
file numbers in Australia and social security numbers in
the United States,” said Stuart Irving, Chief Information
Officer, Computershare Limited.
“Protecting this data against loss is critical to ensuring
we comply with stringent regulations in the countries
in which we operate and maintain the integrity of our
reputation in the marketplace.”
Over the past year, Computershare has been
implementing the Symantec DLP solution across three
geographic regions: North America; Europe, Middle
East and Africa; and Asia-Pacific. With compliance
requirements becoming stricter in North America,
the organisation focused first on protecting data in
motion – via email and other communication tools – at
its operations in the United States and Canada and then
implemented the Symantec DLP solution in Australia.
Symantec DLP delivers a unified solution to discover,
monitor, and protect confidential data wherever it is
stored or used.
The solution automates the enforcement of policies
designed to prevent the unauthorised loss of information.
It scans emails and attachments for confidential
information and, based on criteria established by the
organisation’s risk and audit group, issues the user

with a warning and reports the incident or blocks the
suspicious message from leaving the organisation.
The solution also enables Computershare to register
and block the unauthorised copying of sensitive
information that could be downloaded to local drives;
copied to USB or other removable media devices; burned
to CD/DVDs; transferred via email, instant message, or
FTP; copied; and printed or faxed electronically.
“By implementing the Symantec DLP solution, we have
reduced both our risk profile and internal and external
threats to customer data. The IT team received strong
C-level support for the project, easing the process of
educating our workforce and client base about the new
processes and why they were being introduced,” said
Irving.
Computershare believes that becoming one of the first
Australian corporate administration service providers
to implement DLP technologies worldwide enhances its
reputation as a premium operator and gives it an edge
over rivals with fewer data safeguards.
The implementation also ensures the organisation
exceeds many of the increasingly stringent privacy
legislation requirements in a number of jurisdictions,
which may soon include Australia.
Irving said. “We have a great partnership with
Symantec and participate in their beta program, giving us
an opportunity to provide input into product development.
We are very happy with their performance and look
forward to building an even stronger relationship in the
future.”
“Computershare’s deployment of the Symantec
DLP solution demonstrates how leading companies
are taking the initiative to put in place policies and
procedures to secure and manage sensitive customer
information,” said Craig Scroggie, Vice President and
Managing Director, Pacific Region, Symantec.
“Many senior executives are looking at the risks to
their company reputation and the potential for financial
penalties associated with either accidental or malicious
data loss.”
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Rage against
the machine

by James Dellow

T

here is no doubt, we have a love-hate relationship with
email. As much as we say we would like to ditch this
modern millstone, there is plenty of evidence to show
that email remains entrenched in the information workplace as
a core communication tool.

Worldwide email traffic continues to grow at an enormous rate
and is now measured in billions of messages per day. This trend is
also reflected inside organisations, where according to Gartner
Research it is typically growing at a rate of 30% each year.
However, these numbers only tell one side of the story. Access
to corporate email might be common place, but opinion remains
divided about its effectiveness. As the volume of email has increased,
so have the complaints about information overload, the impact of
poor communication and inefficient collaboration practices. In
response to these issues, technologists have created more new tools
that each promise to solve the email problem better than the last.
For example, in the past we have seen a range of different business
process systems, “groupware”, and other project management tools
that were supposed to help ease the burden.
However, where these types of tools have been used well they
have tended to live alongside email, rather than displace it entirely.
In this respect, people often felt that these tools created more work
for them and lacked the flexibility the inbox offered.
The new generation of enterprise social computing tools - like
instant messaging, microblogging, blogs, wikis and social networks
- offer a better chance of displacing the dominance of email in the

workplace, but are still unlikely to replace it entirely.
However, Google Wave (or more specifically, the Wave
Federation Protocol, which is an extension to the Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol used for instant messaging)
has been put forward as the email killer.
It potentially offers the same interoperability between
different people and organisations that we already experience
with email. Unfortunately, we are yet to achieve that same
critical mass in practice just yet.
Recognising that we are effectively ‘stuck’ with email, many
organisations have instead chosen to focus on the managing
the volume of email generated rather than attempting to reduce
it. Most are simply concerned about the cost of storing email,
although some also introduce email archiving systems because
they are worried about losing data, the risk of liability through
legal discovery or are mandated to practice high standards of
record keeping.
Unfortunately, when these organisations implement email
management solutions they are often surprised that people
resist them. Even if every email is stored in the email archiving
solution, users complain they can find anything.
However, if users are asked to selectively store email into
a records management system, they find the task equally
tiresome. Often people will continue to manage their own email
archive in parallel with the corporate system, even to the extent
of carrying over email from one employer to another.
At the heart of this resistance is the issue that archiving
solutions want to manage email simply as another piece of ‘data’,
but in practice each email is more than just a data object to be
stored in the most cost effective way.
Each email message exists in the context of the user’s work and
daily activities and as a result people have a peculiar relationship
with email and their inboxes. Unfortunately, the moment we
force people to store email into an archiving system, we typically
break the personal inbox habits they have developed to create
their own personalised information tool.
Rightly or wrongly, the average person also finds the argument
that disk space is a premium hard to understand. Why is it, they
ask, that they can buy a terabyte of storage from the local office
supplies store, but their work email account is restricted to a few
hundred megabytes? This means the organisation is unlikely to
get much sympathy about the core issue they claim to be trying
to solve.
Archiving solutions today are really a brute force approach
to dealing with the email problem. They are also based on the
goal of reducing data storage costs, which most people in the
workplace are ambivalent about. While there may be a place for
such an approach, as some point we also have to recognise that
we cannot simply deal with email as data in isolation.
One progressive CIO, JP Rangaswami of BT Global Services,
has reportedly applied an open email approach - his staff have
direct access to his mailbox and any messages where he is CC’d
are immediately deleted. Imagine how an approach like this
in your workplace could reframe the
email problem?
So, if we are to help mitigate the
burden that the pervasiveness of email
has created, we have to start with
understanding how people currently
use email and how it fits into the overall
information workplace they are part
of. A user-centred approach to dealing
with the problem of both the volume
of email and its inefficiencies together
James Dellow is a as a Senior
is the only way we can really hope to
Business & Technical Consultant.at
create the right mix of email archiving Headshift,
a social media and social
computing consultancy.
and better collaboration practices.
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enterprise guide

Objective Corporation
Tel: 02 9955 2288
Fax: 02 99 55 5011
Email: enquiries@objective.com
Web: www.objective.com

By effectively managing the entire range of an organisation’s information assets – electronic documents, physical
documents, business processes, email, web content, and more, Objective enables organisations to re-use corporate
memory and make effective decisions based on complete information.
Email has become an essential medium for business communication and carries the legal importance of other
electronic and paper documents. Objective captures, categorises and manages emails in accordance with records
management discipline, ensuring compliance with industry or regulatory standards and legislation, as well as
providing complete audit trails for evidentiary purposes.
Objective is an established solution provider. Since 1987, we have been trusted by Government and Top 1000
corporations to deliver long-term valued business outcomes. The Objective solution has been meticulously
engineered to meet the complex and stringent requirements of Government organisations and large Corporations
with high volumes of unstructured information, often complex business requirements and flexible deployment.

EzeScan
Phone: (07) 3398 7747
Fax: (07) 3117 9471
Email: sales@ezescan.com.au
Web: www.ezescan.com.au

EzeScan enables its clients to substantially slash the cost of deploying batch scanning solutions for unstructured
(correspondence, printed emails), semi structured (invoices) and structured (application forms) hard-copy documents.
EzeScan enables images to be integrated seamlessly with many ECM and/or EDRM Systems easily and effectively
using its built in integration connectors. EzeScan works with any TWAIN scanner or any brand of networked MFD unit
to unleash the full power of your scanning hardware. EzeScan provides 3 levels of integration: Scan to Input Queues;
Scan/Index using an ECM registration form; and Auto Scan. Index/Upload bypassing the ECM registration form.
EzeScan has a proven track record of use with TRIM, Objective, Worksite, Open Text eDOCS, Open text Livelink ECM,
SharePoint, DocuShare, infoXpert 8.0. EzeScan solutions range from basic manual data entry to highly automated
forms processing. With over 500 installations in Australia, NZ ,Canada & the UK, EzeScan is your ideal batch scanning
application.

Scinaptic OnePlaceMail
Tel: 02 9977 1312
Fax: 02 9977 1321
Email: info@scinaptic.com
Web: www.scinaptic.com

Scinaptic OnePlaceMail delivers seamless integration from Microsoft Outlook, Windows File Explorer and Office (Word,
Excel, PowerPoint) to Microsoft SharePoint. OnePlaceMail captures email attributes automatically, providing a powerful
mechanism to drag/drop Outlook emails in their native .msg format and/or save documents directly from other Office
applications to SharePoint. The user can also complete additional SharePoint Column information at the point of upload.
OnePlaceMail promotes the adoption of SharePoint with functions such as Send & Save emails to SharePoint and
Windows Explorer ‘Send To’ SharePoint capabilities. OnePlaceMail exposes the full capabilities of SharePoint within
Microsoft Outlook. A free trial of OnePlaceMail can be downloaded from: www.scinaptic.com/oneplacemail.

Open Text
Phone: +800 6890 0800
Fax: +61 (0) 2 9026 3455
Email: inquiries-anz@opentext.com
Web: www.opentext.com

Despite its unparalleled utility, rampant and insurmountable growth has made email a growing liability for
organisations around the world. The challenges associated with failing to implement a content retention plan for
email are multifold and complex, but the most pressing issue facing companies today concerning email is that of
litigation risk, cost and unsustainable growth of electronically stored information.
Open Text Email Management services enable the archiving, control, and monitoring of email to reduce the size of the
email repository, improve email server performance, control the lifecycle of email content and monitor email content
to ensure compliance. Open Text’s email management capabilities are an integral part of the Open Text ECM Suite,
which provides the broadest, most comprehensive set of integrated ECM capabilities on the market today.
The new Open Text Email Management 10 for Microsoft Exchange systematically captures business value and intended
record email messages, and also offers a reliable and consistent method for identifying and deleting unimportant or
transitory email.
The Email Management component of the Open Text ECM Suite is delivered by the following products: Open Text
Email Archiving for Lotus Notes; Open Text Email Archiving for Microsoft Exchange; Open Text Email Management
for Lotus Notes ; Livelink ECM - Email Management for Microsoft Exchange ; Open Text Email Monitoring for Lotus
Notes; and Open Text Email Monitoring for Microsoft Exchange.
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MacroView Business Technology

MacroView Document Management Framework (MacroView DMF) extends and enhances the document management
capabilities of Microsoft SharePoint, making SharePoint an attractive replacement for file shares and Exchange Public
Folders and a viable alternative to traditional document management systems for managing documents, emails and
other files. MacroView Message, a subset of DMF that runs in Outlook, has been used by organisations around the world
as the basis for email recording and email retention solutions in Microsoft SharePoint.
Both MacroView DMF and MacroView Message feature excellent integration with Microsoft Outlook. The DMF tree-view
enables intuitive viewing and navigation of a SharePoint document store, so that managing documents in SharePoint is as
easy and familiar as using Windows Explorer. MacroView DMF streamlines saving PDFs to SharePoint from Adobe Reader
or Acrobat and is designed to provide good performance even when working with very large SharePoint document stores.

Readsoft Australia
Tel: (02) 9929 0676
Fax: (02) 9929 0512
Email: info-au@readsoft.com
Web: www.readsoft.com.au

ReadSoft is a global leader in Document Process Automation, specialising in automation of Accounts Payable and all
paper-driven, customer-facing processes, including applications, surveys, registries, timesheets and sales orders. We
deliver and support leading OCR (Optical Character Recognition or image capture technology) and workflow applications
for Document Process Automation, with seamlessly integrated solutions for SAP and Oracle ERP systems. The experience
gained from thousands of installations means we can offer leading edge solutions based on best practice for your specific
business.
Our document process automation solutions have been selected by an impressive range of multi-nationals seeking to
improve control, efficiency and effectiveness of document-driven processes, along with an attractive ROI.

RecordPoint Software
Phone: (02) 8001 7777
Fax: (02) 8001 7778
Email: info@recordpoint.com.au
Web: www.recordpoint.com.au

RecordPoint simplifies your records management and compliance processes by combining the world-leading
Microsoft SharePoint platform with a simple rules-based retention and classification system. By using RecordPoint
and Microsoft SharePoint 2007, organisations can fully comply with Australian regulatory requirements and corporate
retention and disposition policies without the need for a second system. RecordPoint is the only solution available built
entirely on the Microsoft SharePoint 2007 platform. By taking advantage of your existing technology investments, the
solution is extremely cost effective, highly intuitive, has high user acceptance and training costs are minimised.

Speedscan
Ph 1300 937 226
Email: ask@speedscan.com.au
Web: www.speedscan.com.au, www.speedscan.co.nz

Speedscan brings together a combination of experience, leading edge technologies and robust processing
services to deliver world class outsourcing solutions for document intensive business processes. These Document
Process Outsourcing (DPO) solutions are delivered from locations across Australia and New Zealand. We drive
efficiency, productivity and profitability for major banks, insurers, local government and more than 500 companies,
managing more than one billion pages. We are experts in: Inbound Document Processing; Document Scanning;
Data Capture; Forms Processing; Workflow/Routing; Online Invoice/Statement Presentment; and Secure Hosting.
Sydney – Melbourne – Auckland –Wellington –Christchurch - Manila

Kodak
Phone: 03 84178132
www.kodak.com/go/scanners
Email: francis.yanga@kodak.com

KODAK Document Imaging has redefined document scanning with a host of built-in innovations applied throughout the
imaging chain. We call it Perfect Page Scanning. It is a perfect example of how we apply Kodak’s imaging resources and
experience to a whole new application, leading the industry in innovative solutions for digital document preservation.
With one of the largest, most experienced service organisations in the industry, our products are rivalled only by
our award-winning service and support. Around the world, our customers and business partners depend on KODAK
Service & Support to protect their document management solutions and keep their equipment operating at peak
performance.

enterprise guide

Phone: (02) 9249 2700
Fax: (02) 9279 4111
Email: info@macroview.com.au
Web: www.macroview.com.au
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Attachments a growing problem
A survey into employee behaviour commissioned by Axway found
that 82 percent of employees use their personal email accounts to
send large work-related files when an email attachment exceeds the
size limit imposed by IT.
However, IT professionals report this as their least-preferred
method for file transfer. Physical media is also used by 80 percent of
employees, which is also discouraged by IT.
Security and compliance issues are the most serious problems
with file transfer activities, cited as a challenge by 53 to 68 percent
of those surveyed (depending on the type of file transfer involved).
Email systems were never designed to support large file transfers
and they do not manage them well. Additionally, email performance
suffers, storage costs rise and overall IT costs increase when these
large files are sent as attachments.
File transfers are exceedingly common at growing volumes,
which further exposes organisations to data loss if not managed
through secure means.
The research shows that 20 percent of organisations transfer
files with more than 500 external organisations each week, while
another 22 percent transfer files with 101 to 500 external entities
weekly.
An earlier Osterman Research survey found that 29 percent of the
emails sent through corporate email systems contain attachments.
Additionally, the typical user in a large organization sends and
receives 149 emails in a typical day. In an organisation of 5000
users, the following message volumes will be generated annually:
• 193.7 million emails will be sent and received
• 56.2 million will contain attachments

• 10.7 million will have an attachment that exceeds five megabytes
• 3.4 million will have an attachment that exceeds 10 megabytes
“Growing file sizes, coupled with attachment size limits and
storage issues, create a file transfer impasse between employees
and IT, with data security and audit trails the primary victim,” said
Michael Osterman of Osterman Research.
”Organisations should determine how to address these issues
associated with sending attachments via email. File transfer systems
should run independently of email, provide data security and audit
trails, while enabling the definition and enforcement of file transfer
rules and policies.”
Of the IT decision maker respondents surveyed:
• 64 percent are concerned or very concerned about the violation
of security policies or mandates as a result of file transfers, yet many
continue to allow the use of standard FTP
• 61 percent are concerned or very concerned about the
compromise of proprietary customer or company data
• 56 percent are concerned or very concerned about their ability
to comply with internal or external audit requirements
• 53 percent are concerned or very concerned about the visibility
and monitoring of file transfer and exchanges
“All industries, regardless of size, face file transfer issues,” said Joe
Fisher, senior vice president of product and solutions marketing
at Axway. “Without a dedicated, secure file transfer system,
organizations must be prepared to deal with the consequences,
including compromised sensitive data security, costs associated
with remediating security violations and higher operations or IT
costs for shipping physical media or storage for email systems.”

Notes to Exchange migration and vice versa?
Which is the better enterprise email platform - Notes
or Exchange? Enough organisations are seeing reasons
to switch sides to create a thriving market for tools to
assist with migration in both directions.
Quest has released a new version of Quest Notes
Migrator for Exchange 4.2, with support for Exchange
2010. The company claims it simplifies the migration
process, increasing predictability, mitigating the risks
and reducing the costs associated with Notes migrations.
“The current economic climate has produced an
increase in Lotus-to-Microsoft migrations, as many
organisations simplify their enterprise to cut costs, or
streamline after company mergers or acquisitions,”
said Bill Evans, vice president, SharePoint and Notes
Transition business unit, Quest Software.
“To meet this demand, Quest has developed analysis,
migration and coexistence tools to help customers
mitigate risk throughout the transition. Through our
partnership with Microsoft and our mutual certified
partners, customers can purchase these solutions and
execute a predictable and affordable migration with a
trusted migration expert.”
Spanish developer SysTools Group thinks there is
money to be made betting on the other horse.
It claims mail routing and easily routed workflow
make Notes a better email client than Outlook for large
deployments, which is coaxing many enterprises to
switch from Outlook to Notes.
It offers its SysTools Outlook to Notes tool as a thirdparty PST to NSF software to help to convert Outlook

emails to Notes. The latest version 6.0 now facilitates
easier batch conversion to convert Outlook emails in
multiple numbers at a time to NSF.
Transend, a provider of email migration and
conversion offerings, has launched Migrator for IBM
Lotus Foundations, an edition of its email conversion
utility.
It is a client application for converting email data
from any non-IBM email server or client to IBM Lotus
Foundations Start and IBM Lotus Domino server.
According to Transend, the email conversion utility
includes batch templates, which allow new Lotus
Foundations customers to migrate mailboxes from
products like Microsoft Exchange/Outlook or Novell
GroupWise to Lotus Foundations one-by-one, or in bulk.
In addition, the new offering also provides both
graphical user interface and a command line batch
processor for automating the migration of multiple
mailboxes from a central location. The new client
application is licensed solely for the conversion of email
data to Lotus Foundations.
Joshua Krefetz, VP of business development at
Transend, said: “Transend understands that IBM Lotus
Foundations Business Partners need to deliver reliable
and cost-effective IT solutions to their SMB customers.
“To enhance efficiency, we included 'batch templates'
that simplify the overall migration experience, while
maintaining the same level of reliability and affordability
that has helped Transend successfully migrate more
than 10-million mailboxes over the last 10+ years.”
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NSW emergency email move

A new email system will be rolled out to more than 7000 NSW State Emergency
Service volunteers over the next two months in a technology upgrade worth $A2
million a year.
NSW Emergency Services Minister, Steve Whan, was joined by SES Commissioner,
Murray Kear, and Director for Public Sector, Microsoft Australia, Pip Marlow, to
launch the new system.
“This system will enable our volunteers to receive and share important SES
information more easily and quickly, helping them in their vital work to protect the
community during floods, storms and other disasters,” Mr Whan said.
“It will help them keep up-to-date on matters such as training, health and safety,
community education, search and rescue techniques and operational response
activities.
“This advance, providing active volunteers with their own individual email addresses
and15 gigabytes of virtual data storage, has been made possible with the support of
Microsoft.
“We welcome this generous contribution to the work of our volunteers and the
safety of our community from one of the world’s leading technology corporations.”
Mr Whan said the new email addresses and virtual storage capability were key
features of the Service’s new Everyone’s Online intranet system, launched last month
to give staff and volunteers around the State easier access to information and data.
Ms Marlow said Microsoft was delighted to have had the opportunity to partner on
the project with the State Emergency Service.
”This is an important project that will enable the volunteers of the
SES
to undertake
Asia
Pacific
their vital work more readily and help New South Wales to respond
more effectively
 HSBC
in times of emergency and disaster.”
 Hong Kong Computer Society
“Partnering with the SES to help its volunteers build stronger links
with eachClinical
other Research Institute Pte Ltd
 Singapore
and do their jobs more effectively goes to the very core of why Microsoft and our
employees are so passionate about creating technology,” she said.
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A message in disguise
Could you be hoodwinked by a fake email? We may comfort ourselves
that we would be better than Malcolm Turnbull at spotting a bogus
by David McGrath
message, but is it really that easy to do?
With detailed instructions available in the Internet to guide
potential email fraud, it pays to examine very closely how you would
establish the credentials of a message to a court.
Guarding your system against intruders who could access to
your email accounts or mail server is one step, but fake emails can
also be produced by a third party completely independently of your
systems.
Effective fakes can be created by simply mocking up a printed
document to look like a printed email. Fake emails, with fake sender
names and headers can also be spoofed electronically.
Given that discovered documents in legal proceedings will in the
first instance be copies, it is open to exploitation by this type of fake.
Thankfully, whilst faking an email might be easy, sustaining its
authenticity in a court is an altogether more difficult proposition.
As the case of Rana v University of Adelaide (No 2) [2008] FCA 494
demonstrates, the first line of defence is to use your mail server logs
to show that the email does not exist.
In that case, Rana alleged that the university sent an email to
the South Australian police and others making false and serious
criminal allegations against him. He annexed a printed copy of
the email to his court documents. The email was alleged to have
been sent by a university employee, Helen McIver, on 21 December
2007. McIver denied creating or sending the email.
The university called its IT security specialist who searched its
mail server logs but only found two “out of office” auto response
emails from McIver on the day in question, neither of which went
to the email addresses alleged. There was other evidence casting
doubt on the authenticity of the alleged email.
The university’s job was made easier when Rana failed to turn
up for the hearing. Its evidence was not subjected to any scrutiny.
As the judge noted, the only evidence was that the email was not
authentic and he came to the conclusion that the email was not sent
by the university. The case was dismissed and Rana ordered to pay
the university’s costs.

Covering your tracks

In another case, the battle over the fake email was fought more
fiercely. What is interesting is just how difficult it can be to for a
forger to cover his tracks properly.
In PM Sulcs & Associates Pty Ltd v Oliveri [2009] NSWSC 456 the
court had to decide whether two emails, central to the case, were
authentic or fakes.
The directors of Sulcs and Associates were Mr. and Mrs. Hooper.
Mr. Oliveri represented Mr. Hooper’s companies for around 10
years and evidently there was a friendship during that time.
In June 1998, times were good as Sulcs and Associates, with
Oliveri at the legal helm, successfully sued Daihatsu for a multimillion dollar sum.
The good news story however turned sour when it came to
payment of Oliveri’s fees. Clearly this contributed to a breakdown
in their relationship.
When the matter finally came to court, Hooper claimed there
had been an oral agreement that Oliveri was to be paid around 10%
of the judgment sum after third party costs had been deducted,
a sum of about $225K. Oliveri sought fees of $1.8M. This was
calculated at the rate of $500 per hour, the same hourly rate charged
by Hooper’s prior solicitors in the matter.
In support of his claim, Hooper produced emails between
Hooper and Oliveri dated 1 November 2001 whereby Oliveri

confirmed that “professional fees will be 10% of the net amount
received by PMS after all other accounts have been paid”. Oliveri
claimed these emails were fakes. Both parties engaged computer
experts. Oliveri duly produced his laptop and office CD-ROMs for
inspection but the emails were not found.
When it came to searching Hooper’s computer equipment,
Hooper claimed that Oliveri had his computer. Furthermore,
a hard drive which should have contained a backup of the emails
had been discarded as it had been damaged. Although late in the
proceedings, Hooper now added a fresh claim against Oliveri for
the return of his computer. The judge wasn’t impressed.

faking an email might be easy,
sustaining its authenticity in a
court is an altogether more difficult
proposition
Neither was the judge impressed by the fact that Hooper did not
actually produce copies of the disputed emails to a third party (in
this case a costs assessor) until April 2004.
The judge also found that Hooper had computer skills sufficient
to fabricate the emails in question (an article from the internet
showed how it could be done from a single computer) whereas
Oliveri probably did not have sufficient skills to try to delete it.
Moreover, the judge found that the emails were at odds with the
dealings between the parties. He made special note of the fact that
there was a document dated 6 February, 2003 that showed they
were still discussing the terms of a costs agreement.
Finally, the judge found it would be surprising that Oliveri would
agree to such a deal when he entitled to have recovered well in
excess of that amount simply by claiming Hooper’s party/party
costs against Daihatsu.
These two cases reaffirm that whilst you can readily create a fake
email it is far more difficult to perpetrate the fraud that the email
supports.
So what is the procedure
if you believe the other
side has given you a
fake email? Also, what
precautions should you
take do to ensure that
the authenticity of your
own emails is not open to
question?
The next case illustrates
the procedure perfectly.
In NAK Australia Pty
Ltd v Starkey Consulting
Pty Ltd [2008] NSWSC
1142, NAK Australia
sued Starkey Consulting David McGrath is Director of e-Litigation
Solutions. He currently provides
alleging that, whilst
independent e-discovery, information
engaged as a consultant, management and technology consulting
to corporates, law firms and the
Mr. Starkey had diverted services
courts. David holds degrees in Law and
commercial opportunities
Computer Science and post graduate
in Technology Management.
to himself, and away from qualifications
dmcgrath@elitsolutions.com.au
Nak.
Continued on page 36
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LEGALTECH

NY 2010

Each year the legal industry
hot foots it to Legal Tech
New York (LTNY), a three day
event in February that brings
together some of of the world’s
leading experts on ediscovery,
compliance and information
management.
Another year had passed and once again I found myself shaking
off the fog of a relaxing Christmas holiday of sun, surf and fishing
and launching into the frosty weather of the “city that never sleeps”
for the Annual ALM LegalTech New York conference. There was
something unique about this trip which I could not put my finger on
until I arrived on the exhibit floor on the Sunday afternoon to setup
the e.law Asia Pacific booth. It wasn’t the usual impromptu “meeting
of the Aussies” in the customs hall of Los Angeles Airport, it was the
air of optimism that everyone had for 2010. In 2009, the vibe was
one of anxiousness. The GFC was in full effect and everyone was
questioning what tomorrow was going to bring. You could almost
cut the air with a knife.
This year, everyone was surprisingly relaxed. The level of
urgency had dissipated and the smiles were back on people’s faces,
even before the masses had been well lubricated with the endless
number of social events that occur every year. That is not to say
that everything is back to the halcyon days of 3 or 4 years ago.
There has been a lot of pain and a lot of bloodshed in the market
internationally and the consolidation continues. But in my opinion
the slide has lost momentum and the mountain is suddenly not
looking as insurmountable as some thought it was.
Attendance was stronger this year than in previous years but
without knowing actual figures, it is difficult to tell due to the sheer
size of the event. The most refreshing aspect of LegalTech this year
was the level of interest in e.discovery and electronic litigation in
general in Asia Pacific. The number of questions and enquiries that I
received and the number of Asia Pacific delegates who participated
in education sessions was exponentially greater than 12 months
ago, which is fantastic. This only confirms my suspicions that the
tsunami of e.discovery is about to hit Asia with full force. There is no
question that the new Practice Note released in Singapore last year
has contributed to this increased level of interest and I am sure it will
not be long before other jurisdictions follow suit.
Every year there is usually a buzz word which comes out which
sets the tone for the year ahead. A few years back it was “Unicode”,
last year it was “early case assessment”. If I had to put my finger on
something from this year’s show it would have to be “prioritized
review”. So what is prioritised review? Prioritised review is the
process of streamlining the legal review process and striving to make
the exercise more accurate. The single aim is to make lawyers more

by Scott Gillard
productive, thus reducing time and cost in the legal review process,
while increasing the risk of under inclusion of relevant documents
and over inclusion of potentially privileged information.
Due to the blur which was 2009, early case assessment (ECA)
almost went by without even a stir. Usually you see a rush of new
product and service releases at this time of year with everyone
playing catch-up from the previous year’s buzzword, but most
players chose to go to market with their ECA offerings well before
this year’s show. Just about everyone now has their own take on
ECA and now vendors are focusing on products and services that fit
into the prioritised review space, with services being the key word.
Prioritised review is more than just a single piece of software. It
is a workflow which combines the skill and expertise of litigation
support specialists and a variety of different software tools. Concept
searching is no longer the silver bullet for streamlining review. A
prioritised review workflow contains tools that can shift with the
ever changing nature of a litigation project swiftly and easily and
most importantly, has transparency and is easy to understand.
Another highlight was the arrival of some new competitors
in the e.discovery processing
space. Whilst they are still in
their infancy, they have definitely
hit the ground running and as a
minimum will assist in keeping
the main players honest in the next
12 months which is good news for
everyone. I can’t wait to get back
to New York in 2011 and see how
they have progressed.
I can’t say that I have ever sat on
the long haul flight back from New
York to Australia and thought that
the trip was not worthwhile and
2010 was definitely no different.
If anything, it has only provided
a greater level of enthusiasm and
optimism for the year to come.nce
in eDiscovery, litigation support Scott Gillard is Head of e.Solutions at e.law
Asia Pacific.
databases and litigation workflow.
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After the fall LEGALTECH

NY 2010

by Michelle Mahoney

LegalTech 2010 was a clear
reflection of the impact of the global
financial crisis (GFC) on the US legal
technology market.
The booths for LegalTech are booked 12 months in advance, and
last year's difficulties were reflected in there being around 40 fewer
vendors in the exhibition area. However LegalTech New York
remains the leading electronic discovery conference globally. This
year the vibe was definitely more upbeat than 2009, with vendors
looking to convert their capital into product sales. By many accounts
2009 had been a lean sales year. The organisers prepared 10,000
guides and associated bags for attendees for the three day event.
Some things do not change. LexisNexis still has the best carpet
of the event and a haven for the sore feet after three days of non-stop
meeting, greeting, education and product demonstrations.
There were the usual vendors in attendance with a number of
new entrants and unlike last year no last minute disappearing acts.
Clearwell announced version 5.5 of its ediscovery software which
focuses on scale and performance. To emphasize the point it had
a huge processing counter showing their processing rate ticking
over like the national debt. There was another processing counter
showing the speed in which they were able to process Gigabytes per
minute. I have no idea where they gathered their data - none the less
it was probably the biggest pure ediscovery setup at the show.
Most of the interesting new technology was focused in two
very discrete areas. Automated collection or review, both to the
trained eye are where the costs can flow down or can rack up very
fast. On the collection side there were mostly entrants looking at
using culling technology to help reduce downstream review costs
with early, intelligent filtering and reporting. Examples are Incept,
ClearWell and FTI Quick Cull to name a few.
On the review side there is money being invested in the automation
of interpreting text especially for emails and attachments. With
products advertising that they are able to provide targeted data

A message in disguise
from page 34

Central to its claim was an email alleged to have
been sent by Mr. Starkey to one of NAK’s suppliers or
manufacturers. The email was electronically discovered
to Starkey as a PDF file.
Starkey cried foul disputing the email’s authenticity and
sought to inspect the computer from which the email had
been recovered.
Starkey argued that the PDF could have been altered.
Instead of ordering the inspection, the judge ordered
discovery of the discovered emails in their original
format.
NAK then upped the ante by further discovering, through
its IT manager, a complete “snapshot” of the contents
of Starkey’s computer at the time he completed his
engagement.
The defendant’s renewed its request to inspect NAK’s
computer systems.
Despite the fact that the hearing was looming, and
evidence was closed, the judge granted the request
saying that
where one party wanted to put into evidence a ‘snapshot’

extraction that automatically finds key information within your
documents both electronic and hard copy.
These types of technologies tend to partner with the culling
and have various claims to fame e.g., improves search results and
speeds the review process by narrowing the body of relevant data,
while at the same time uncovering the evidence that other keyword
searches might miss.
Mark Howitson, Deputy General Counsel from Facebook,
presented a great session on the possible implications of social
media on electronic discovery.
The session was well attended and fast paced. My stand out
keynote was author and writer Malcolm Gladwell who had the
audience spellbound. He has great storytelling ability and assisted
the audience in coming to terms with the volume of information
and the inherent difficulty us humans have with interpreting too
many data points at any time.
He provided a case in point which illustrated the issues for
doctors in diagnosing accurately if you are having a heart attack. A
compelling argument that less is more and the right data points are
the ones to keep in focus.
LexisNexis and West continued to hold court on the first floor
with sizeable real estate holdings. This year there were a more
vendors from Australia and Asia than in previous years.
The ediscovery education sessions were the most popular and
well attended. The sessions without discovery content were attended
however with softer attendance levels. Every education session had
reserved bloggers tables, in most sessions these were empty with the
bloggers remaining largely incognito with the audience.
Michelle Mahoney is the Melbourne-based Director of Applied Legal
Technology for Mallesons Stephen Jaques.
of a computer that the other side was entitled to inspect
it to (a) verify its accuracy and (b) see whether there was
other material on it to put into evidence.
The inspection was to be carried out of using an
independent computer expert aka a forensic examiner,
retained by Starkey.
There are a couple of lessons here.
First, in order to examine the authenticity of an email,
you will need to see the original. The forensic advice is
to examine the email header. You will of course need an
appropriately qualified forensics expert to conduct the
inspection or analysis for you.
Second, always be prepared to have your own systems
inspected. Unless it can be shown to be completely
baseless, once an allegation of forgery or tampering is
made, the court will be hard pressed to ignore it until the
matter is finally determined at a hearing.
What this means for each organisation depends on
its individual circumstances. Suffice it to say that most
organisations which have not already considered how
it could prove the authenticity of its emails, or disprove
the authenticity of emails fabricated against it, would
benefit enormously from the exercise.
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Ediscovery Top 10 for 2010
Clearwell Systems has predicted an increased role for Early Case
Assessment, E-Discovery Staffing and platform-Based Solutions in
its top 10 predictions for e-discovery in 2010. Clearwell expects one of
the most significant priorities in the year ahead to be a greater focus
on controlling e-discovery costs, and gaining better control over the
entire, complex process. As a result, legal and IT departments are
becoming more strategic about managing their electronic data while
they proactively bring e-discovery in-house.

1

Early case assessment (ECA) moves from a "nice to have"
to a "must have" requirement for any matter involving
electronically stored information (ESI). In 2009, ECA
moved into the mainstream as a methodology to quickly
understand case facts, assess risk and lower both data processing
and attorney review costs. However in 2010, with the advancement
of products and the increased socialization within the bar and
the litigation support community, ECA will graduate into a core
methodology for savvy litigators regardless of matter type or size.
Appetites for broad information lifecycle management
initiatives will diminish as organisations will realise these
programs are far too complex to solve specific pain points,
and they often take too much time (measured in years) to execute.
The economic reality is that these holistic, cross-systems, crossdepartment initiatives often fail to demonstrate the return on
investment necessary in today's challenging economy.
Staffing roles will continue to evolve with a newfound
focus on project management. The role of an in-house
e-discovery coordinator will emerge as more of a project
manager across the entire e-discovery process requiring expertise
in both, legal and IT. This shift will become increasingly necessary
as e-discovery evolves into a standard business process that is
repeatable, measurable, and defensible.
Data analytics and statistical methodologies will gain
traction to augment the type of subjective decision making
approaches that have historically formed the backbone of
the e-discovery search and review processes. These objective
methodologies have long been called on as best practices by
the likes of the Sedona Working Group. In 2010, they will start
to move from theoretical to practical task as e-discovery tools
increasingly move in-house.
Integrated e-discovery platforms will finally become a
reality as customers graduate from painfully stitching point
solutions together, thus requiring less physical document
exporting and importing between applications, cutting costs and
increasing defensibility.
Associate-based linear document review processes will
gradually go extinct, as both clients and law firms grow
tired of expensive, brute force review processes. Data
minimisation using ECA products will reduce the number of
documents reviewed. More review work will either be in-sourced
or managed with specialised legal teams, who are often less
expensive and better trained for this type of work.
FRE 502 (the Federal Rule of Evidence 502 was enacted
in the US in 2008 to help alleviate the costs of electronic
discovery) and "clawback" agreements will be increasingly
used to reduce the need for any manual, eyes-on review, although
many litigators will resist this trend because of the fears of "unringing the bell" when privileged information is disclosed in
any context. Nevertheless, as ESI volumes increasingly become

2
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unmanageable, even reluctant lawyers will become increasingly
comfortable with a less manual review process for ESI.
Alternatives to the much-lauded EDRM model will gain
traction, as practitioners strive to find an even better, and
perhaps more practical, project management framework, in
many cases still acknowledging the role that the EDRM has taken
in forming the lingua franca of the e-discovery industry.
.The push for cooperation in the e-discovery process will
make incremental progress. Increasingly, this type of
cooperation, as strongly advocated by the Sedona Working
Group, will be forced by judges and local rules. Sedona has been
successful in getting the bench on board this initiative and there
are now more than 100 judges who have signed up to show their
support.
"Cloud" computing will begin to impact how
e-discovery data preservation/collection is done, both
in terms of social media and traditional applications.
Companies will increasingly block social media applications
due to fears surrounding the inability to preserve and collect this
content.
Companies will also demand that e-discovery products support
preservation/collection from applications sitting in the cloud
without significant degradation in performance and response
times.

8
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Autonomy takes email
archiving to the cloud &beyond
Autonomy is offering organisations the choice of on-site,
cloud or appliance-based solutions for email archiving
with a new offering based on the company's Intelligent
Data Operating Layer (IDOL) Server.
Each is able to ingest, de-duplicate, index and extract
metadata from all data types, including audio, video,
web sites and SharePoint files.
"Autonomy ZANTAZ has a deep heritage in email
archiving and now organisations are offered a broader
range of solutions to help them manage their email
archives effectively," said Mike Sullivan, CEO of
Autonomy ZANTAZ.
"Autonomy's
consolidated
archiving
solutions
represent a turning point for organisations' email
management, eDiscovery and governance initiatives.
"By providing the industry's most comprehensive
and cost-effective email archiving and management
platform, organisations no longer need to handle the
daunting task of email archiving by themselves."
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Digitising law and order

The Case of the Christmas Eve robber stunned the tight-knit community
of Elk River, Minnesota in 2009.
As children in the small community of just over 24,000 celebrated
Christmas Eve mass with their families, a burglar entered their
homes to help himself to the presents under the Christmas Tree.
Many families returned to find a pile of wrapping all that
remained of their children's gifts.
However a program to fully digititise the operations of the small
Elk River Police Force would ultimately help to bring the meanspirited thief to justice.
Jeffrey Behan, the switched-on on Chief of Police for Elk River,
highlights the story of the Christmas Eve crime spree as an example
of the benefits this program has brought to the 34 officers in his
department.
The robber left no evidence at the scene of the crime, apart from a
number of distinctive "snowprints" that would ultimately prove his
undoing.
A few days later, on New Year's Eve, police were asked by a
neighbour to check out reports of "suspicious individual." They
intercepted a 23-year old outside his home, returning with trousers
that were damp to the knee from trudging through the snow. With
little more than a hunch that their suspect was not telling the full
story about his nighttime ramblings, the officer turned to his squad
car laptop to search the Laserfiche content management system
installed by Chief Beahan.
After initiating a search on recent reports of unsolved robberies
in the area, the officer was quickly served up on a 19" screen a clear
digital image of the unique "snowprint" taken at the scene of the
Christmas robberies. The youth was asked to lift up his feet and
bingo, an exact match. With this ammunition the officers were able
to secure a warrant for a search of the suspect's house, where all the
missing Christmas presents were found, along with other stolen
items, some still covered with a fresh layer of snow from the journey
home.
"We would have not had the ability to hold this guy for the length
of time it would have taken to find that footprint before we moved
to digital," said Chief Beahan.
"In the old days the image would have sat on a disk in the evidence
room and the officer would have to walk up to the guy in charge,
who is only going to be there from 8am to 4.30pm, and ask him to
print it out. Now this guy was apprehended on New Year's Eve, and

"Our officers can see maps, photos,
evidence in the field and are able to make
comparison on tHe scene. Everything is
all in one place, there is no need to run
redundant systems." -Chief Beahan.
they are only able to hold him up to 40 minutes maximum. By the
next day he would have emptied the house and we would not have
had a case. With our officers able to access the Laserfiche CMS
from their squad car, they were able to see the image in 30 seconds
and the guy was straightway in the back seat squealing like a pig."
The implementation of the Laserfiche CMS was actually begun
to deal with the challenge of simple economics rather than as a
crimefighting tool. Prior to its implementation in the storage of
physical records was creating a problem, with each year's records
occupying up to four shelves containing 36 reams of paper.
The department had migrated from a TI 990 mainframe
application to an SQL7 based system in 1999 but this had no ability
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to store documents or files directly integrated with the new system.
"It recorded names, incidents and call data. Reports and other
documents were stored in paper files. So we started to store copies
of case files in Laserfiche," said Beahan.
"The system worked-but you were running two systems side
by side, with no integration. Staff had to look up an Incident in
the RMS system, then find the reports after they were scanned in
Laserfiche.
"Most staff worked off the paper copies in the records room."
In April of 2007, the dept changed to a Web-based records
management system-based on Microsoft.net, developed by a
software firm founded by a police officer from the nearby city of
Minneapolis.

"All we do is scanned and
stored electronically, we
have no paper.”
The LETG (Law Enforcement Technology group) system was
able to integrate with the Laserfiche repository so that all scanned
documents were at the fingertips of any staff with access to the
intranet.
The browser-based application provides case management,
evidence tracking and a property inventory bar coding system.
All documents relating to a case as well as photos of evidence are
scanned into Laserfiche.
All permits and approvals now follow an entirely electronic
workflow, and are able to be examined online immediately by
officers in in the field. Each squad car fitted with a ruggedised
notebook computer and wireless broadband card for connection
back to the Elk River Police intranet.
"This is an enormous help for officers in the field," said Beahan,
who cites an example when police were called to the house of a
schizophrenic, and were able to be forewarned that she had only
recently obtained a gun permit.
In the pre digital era, every time a matter was brought to court
there was a huge number of paper copies of case files that had to
be delivered to all the police officers and detectives assigned to the
case, the prosecuting and Defence Attorney, the Court and so on.
The freely available CutePDF application is now used to generate
electronic copies of documents that are distributed by email to all
parties in a court case. The LETG RMS generates a watermark and
date stamp that is incorporated into the PDF to provide proof of
authenticity.
"It has provided amazing time savings. Staff need not leave their

An officer browsing the images in the Laserfiche CMS (above) in his squad
car came upon the distinctive snowprint of the Christ eve burglar.

desk to view case files or photos and these can be simply emailed to
lawyers, courts and other government agencies.
"We now provide automatic email alerts to parole officers
whenever we have contact with individuals under probation."
He estimates the City saves $US13,546 in paper each year alone.
Additional savings have been provided by the use of bar coding in
the evidence room.
"We no longer print photos and place them into evidence, we
scan them to file via Laserfiche and they are added right to the case
file itself as media attachments," said Beahan.
As the Elk River Christmas as Eve burglar found out the hard
way, police officers are empowered by the ability to access scene
evidence in the field, and the digital revolution is helping them solve
cases .

The City had accumulated two storeys of hard copy records over the years, which have now been scanned and destroyed. There is now just a metre wide lot of
folders sitting on a shelf.
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Laserfiche tackles VERS certification

Laserfiche is adopting the VERS (Victorian Electronic
Records Strategy) records management standard
in its push to increase the profile of its ECM platform
in Australia in 2010, commencing with the release of
Version 8.2 due mid-year.
At the annual Laserfiche conference, held in LA from
January 11-13 and attended by more than 1200 users
from the US and around the world, CEO and founder
Nien-Ling Wacker (pictured) announced that 2009 was a
watershed year for the company which has now spread
to more than 28,000 organisations worldwide.
In her keynote address, Wacker criticised a the ECM
industry for delivering systems that are too "resource
guzzling, too complex, inflexible and often unused."
She said ECM vendors faced the dilemma that “Users
won’t buy into central control, but if it comes from users
IT won’t buy into it because there is no central control.”
The company reported 10% growth in 2009 and now
stands at 250+ employees. Major customer wins in
the US include the NY Board of Education, the largest
school district in the US that is now managing more
than 25 million student records in the Laserfiche Rio
ECM system. Laserfiche has a strong presence in state
and local government in the US, and is tackling VERS
certification as part of a push into this sector in Australia.
It is also seeking to recruit new local VARS to extend its
customer reach.
Laserfiche sees the growth of SharePoint as an
opportunity to put records management in the spotlight.
Wacker said the company was aiming to make
Laserfiche “look the same as working in SharePoint, so
users don’t need to make a choice.”
Michael Allen, Laserfiche Software Architect, said
that adding VERS support in addition to existing support
for US Department of Defense (DoD) record-keeping
standards, required a focus on maintaining the fidelity
of records.

“We are adding support for electronic signatures
directly integrated into the product, as well as the ability
to have flexible audit trails,” he said.
“Laserfiche 8.2 will also ensure that a certain XML
format specific to the Australian government is
supported.”
He said the DoD standards are more concerned
with traditional records management issues such as
retention schedules and assume that security is already
in place.
Initially developed as a document imaging and
management product for Windows in 1993, Laserfiche
evolved to an ECM platform with the launch of the
redesigned Version 8 in 2008. It is now available in two
configurations, Rio and Avante.
The company is working on the release of an SDK that
will allow .Net developers access to all of the features
of Laserfiche and support XML formats for data import.
The next release of the Laserfiche Quickfield module
for production scanning and batch processing will
feature support for GPU processors to enable a modern
low level workstation to handle production level
scanning.
Despite the 2009 hype over cloud computing,
Laserfiche is continuing with its strategy to only develop
software for users that install and maintain systems
themselves.
“The cloud gives savings,” said Allen, “But managing
data is the easiest part of an ECM solution, the hardest
is developing processes and maintaining standards. If
people don’t want to run their own systems, and avoid
the need to have an internal dBA or IT staff, then we have
ASP partners which is a bit different to what Microsoft
are doing with the cloud.”
Adding realtime capture of email to the Laserfiche
ECM is also on the agenda for Laserfiche 9 in 2011.
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Recovery is the key to backup
By Greg Wyman – Regional Director for Asia Pacific,
StorageCraft

Organisations are coming to realise – often with painful
consequences – the need to focus their information
security strategies on being able to recover data as part
of the backup process. The challenge for most is that
without an automated process for backup and recovery
they potentially run a serious risk of downtime and loss
of data if a problem or disaster strikes.
Over the past four years we have seen a steady
migration away from traditional tape-based backup
products to disk-to-disk real-time recovery (RTR)
solutions that focus on recovery and business continuity.
People are discovering that RTR eliminates the cost and
complexity of protection and can recover data and/or
database transactions to within 15 minutes ago after a
crash or corruption. An affordable price point and easy
installation and management represent bonuses.
An organisation needs to consider key issues – the
recovery time objective (RTO) – the time it takes to rebuild
a system and get it back in to operation; the recovery
point objective (RPO) – how far in time they need to go
to restore a ‘clean’ data set; and the affordability and
complexity of the solution. For best practice, the faster
the RTO, the less RPO, the more affordable and less
complex the solution.
Clearly disk-to-disk solutions deliver the best
combination. Organisations are implementing high value
business continuity solutions at a fraction of their cost
just a few years ago. They are moving from complex
backup products to affordable recovery solutions,
though they all need to focus on the ability to recover
data, database and systems in real-time with minimum
delay and complexity.
Hence the RTR market is seeing exponential growth.
RTR delivers a single integrated solution that protects
data and databases (e.g. Exchange, SQL and SharePoint)
every 15 minutes, enables files or folders to be restored
in seconds, Exchange mailboxes in typically minutes
and has inbuilt (free) disaster recovery. If a server or PC
crashes or becomes corrupted, it can be rebuilt to the
same, different or even a virtual environment in minutes
with a few mouse clicks.
Historically recovery or business continuity solutions
have been available only to large organisations
with extensive IT resources. Now StorageCraft’s
ShadowProtect RTR solution is affordable, reliable and
easy to use.
Typically companies’ IT departments manage the
backup and retrieval infrastructure. Today, a support
person can RDP (remote control) into the organisation’s
network from home or anywhere, and right mouse click
on the last incremental backup (e.g. from 15 minutes
ago). Within minutes he can bring a crashed server up
in a temporary virtual environment (e.g. on a spare PC),
then quickly have the business back in full production to
its exact state from 15 minutes ago.
For example: an SBS Server crashes at 16:05. With
traditional technology, tech support would need to be onsite, identify the problem, possibly source a new server,
rebuild the operating system, install all the service
packs, security updates, applications, tweaks and scripts
– then find the tape from last night’s backup. Time taken:
best case 6 – 12 hours, worst case: 24 – 48 hours. For a

“Over the past four years we have seen a
steady migration away from traditional
tape-based backup products to disk-todisk real-time recovery (RTR).”
10-user business that represents 80 hours of lost data.
Compare that to an RTR solution, where the server can
be rebuilt in minutes (a 20GB system volume typically
takes 12 minutes), with all data and transactions
recovered to 16.00. Losing only five minutes of data
represents a compelling business continuity solution.
We recommend implementing a solution with backups
to a local image repository (disk) and then replicate
that image repository off-site: this is key to a complete
data protection strategy. StorageCraft’s Continuous
Incrementals technology takes one base / full backup,
followed by incremental backups at the sector (not
file) level every 15 minutes. This dramatically reduces
data volumes being backed up and requiring removal
via Internet to an off-site repository. To manage these
images effectively, we have released a free technology
called Image Manager that helps to manage the series
of incremental backups that provide fast and simple
recovery, both locally and remotely.
Encryption is also key when considering off-site
backups, as are the service provider’s capabilities. Is
your data secure? How often does the off-site hosted
provider test restores, what are their recovery SLAs and
what guarantees do they provide?
Historically customers have considered backup a
business expense and a ‘nice to have’ although hard
to justify and difficult to manage. Positioning RTR and
Business Continuity as an ‘insurance policy’ makes it
easier to understand and justify - like all insurance, it is
only important when it is needed and organisations are
reluctant to spend thousands on a policy they might never
need.
The key difference is that with technologies like RTR,
the insurance policy does not have to cost the earth.
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PGW plans rural recovery

P

GG Wrightson (PGW) prides itself on being New
Zealand’s largest provider to the agricultural sector;
supplying livestock services, wool consulting and
services, domestic and international seed marketing, animal
nutrition, farm supplies and a wide range of financial and
technical services for the agricultural community.

Although the company was formed in 2005 through the merger
of Pyne Gould Guinness and Wrightson Limited, it can trace
its roots back to the mid 1800s via a large number of acquisitions
in Australia, UK and NZ. These acquisitions have the company
reaching 3,000 staff with over 90,000 clients, generating over $1
Billion dollars, with 300 plus branches spread around the globe.
However with acquisitions and rapid growth come problems for
IT, the main being the protection of the company’s data, and how to
make better use of it in the future.
“Until early in 2009 we made do with VERITAS Backup Exec
to protect our data but it just could not cope with our growth,”
said PGG Wrightson’s Solutions, Design and Implementation
Manager; Richard Kay.
“Tape backups alone were taking over 120 hours for 100TB
of data, the amount of data from ongoing business and from
acquisitions had reached critical proportions and the time taken
was not acceptable, we had to find an alternative. We also had to find
a way to cut down the amount of data being backed up; we had both
a time and space issue.”
Kay was also concerned about the amount of data kept off-site in
remote branches and operations in Australia and South America.
“As these operations were not connected to the SAN we had to
rely on local tape backup, which quite frankly was not a satisfactory
DR methodology.”
In January 2009 PGG Wrightson embarked on a study of
the market and closely trialled a number of products including
CommVault’s Simpana version 8.

Having all our data backed up overnight
onto disk ensures we are never out of
synch with data generation.
“We knew we needed to take tape out of the equation and
move to disk for our primary storage; however we also knew that
we needed to look holistically at data management across all our
businesses. We wanted a solution that was vastly scalable, could be
simply managed yet be powerful in its data management capability.
CommVault’s Simpana proved to us to be the ideal solution.”
Most importantly, CommVault’s dedupe feature provided a
very cost effective solution to the remote office backups. PGW
went ahead with a new Hitachi SAN and an extensive CommVault
Simpana 8 suite from local NZ storage specialist firm, Revera, with
the system comprising 315 servers and 200TB of data.
The CommVault Simpana solution comprised a number of
modules such as SQL, Exchange, Active Directory, File system and
SharePoint backup, Dedupe and Storage Manager as well as File
Archiver for Windows.
“The most immediate result we saw by moving to disk based
backup with CommVault was the reduction in the backup window;
what took at least 120 hours using Backup Exec and tape now could
be done in 12 hours,” said Richard Kay.
“We keep four to five weeks of data on disk for immediate restores
with older data being transferred to our redeployed tape loaders.”
One of the very valuable features in the CommVault product is
dedupe. This is not an appliance but a feature in the software that
presents a global solution to remove duplicated data all the way from
the client to disk, and even onto tape.

“With Commvault we can add Content Indexing, advanced search and full archiving
so turning our data into a real asset. We can do all this with the one base engine and
manage with one pane of glass; it’s the ideal future direction for us.” - Richard Kay.

“One of the key factors in us choosing CommVault was their
global dedupe feature,” said Kay. “We looked at stand alone dedupe
appliances but the cost was far too high and interestingly the
CommVault dedupe offered features such as end to end dedupe and
dedupe on tape that an appliance could not do.”
The benefit of dedupe to PGG Wrightson was twofold. “First
is the obvious reduction in data being backed up, no longer are
we forced to store all copies of the same file or data, and that has
really narrowed our backup window. Having all our data backed
up overnight onto disk ensures we are never out of synch with data
generation and the disk gives us near immediate restores. We still
have tape to hold older files although restore time is much longer.”
The second advantage of dedupe to PGG Wrightson was perhaps
the most appreciated, and has a lot to do with bandwidth limitations.
“As previously stated PGG Wrightson has over 300 branches,
many local branches are able to connect to the SAN via a link and
backup overnight but many larger branches with large data holdings
or overseas operations could not due to the size of data and slowness
of links. They were forced to use local tape backups with all the
resulting problems of human error. It was not acceptable practise”.
“CommVault’s dedupe was a real winner here, it removed more
than 50%, sometimes up to 90%, of the duplicated data allowing us
to do overnight backups into our Dunedin IT headquarters. We
currently have our large NZ offices attached via a high speed (for
NZ) link and Australia is also connected. South America will be on
line when we sort out some local bandwidth issues.”
With the backup window problem solved and remote branches
now backing up on the SAN the immediate problems for PGG
Wrightson are solved, but what of the future?
“CommVault Simpana has demonstrated to us that while
backups are important it is much more important to see our data as
our premium business tool and manage it rather than just store it,”
added Richard.. “We want to implement archiving of our important
data but this requires infrastructure investment, not only in tiered
storage but most importantly in data classification and search
engines. We don’t just wish to restore databases we also want to
quickly find and retrieve any unstructured data. We see a hybrid
mixture of cloud and local archiving to do this.”
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Stop backing up data over and over
By Craig Scroggie, vice president and managing
director, Symantec Australia and New Zealand
Although data deduplication technology has existed for
some time now, many organisations have yet to take
advantage of the operational and storage efficiencies to
be gained through deduplication.
Do you have your hands full dealing with the increasing
amounts of data generated by your company? You’re
not alone. Both IDC and the Enterprise Strategy Group
predict data growth will be in the 50% to 60% range for
years to come.
But that’s not the end of the story. As enterprises
continue to grow via mergers and acquisitions, data is no
longer confined to a single data centre. It’s now spread
among multiple data centres, remote offices, and even
virtual environments.
Given this state of affairs, your organisation can’t
afford to back up and store unnecessary, redundant
information. You need to consider deduplication.
Although data deduplication technology has existed for
more than five years, many organisations have yet to take
advantage of the operational and storage efficiencies to
be gained through deduplication.

Challenges in the remote office

By necessity, companies operating from different local
offices must distribute parts of their IT infrastructure
over these remote sites. Local documents, emails,
presentations, and so forth are kept on local file servers
primarily to improve network performance and to allow
rapid recovery in the event of data loss.
But this practice raises several important questions:
• Can administrators guarantee that backups are being
performed according to policy or even performed at all?
• Are the backups successful?
• Are skilled resources available to troubleshoot
errors?
• Are tapes stored securely?
As many studies and on-site audits have observed, the
backup of data at a remote site is often executed by nonIT personnel. Sometimes the wrong tape is inserted and
there is no one else present to check it. The response
to system errors is often incorrect and is not reported
to a central IT authority. Worse, when the tape loading
process fails, no backup is executed. As the remote
employee is often not qualified to verify whether the
backup has been successful or not, no one really knows if
the tapes contain the correct data.
Symantec NetBackup PureDisk helps eliminate these
bandwidth and tape-related issues by combining diskbased backup with data deduplication. PureDisk works
at the source to eliminate data redundancy before it
traverses the network and enters the data centre. With
its unique fingerprint technology called global unique
file identification, NetBackup PureDisk technology
distinguishes unique files from redundant copies across
the enterprise. Significant savings in storage capacity
and network traffic can be achieved by not transmitting
and storing redundant data.
For example, a backup across three remote offices of
the same 2 MB Word file on three file servers would result
in 6MB of capacity used in conventional approaches.
NetBackup PureDisk, however, stores a single copy only
and consequently needs no more than 2 MB of storage

capacity—a 66% saving. Comparable results are seen for
throughput: The backup would be completed about 66%
faster across the three remote sites.

Challenges in the virtual environment

While many IT organisations have benefited from
virtualisation technology, they have also encountered
some new challenges.
For example, when running servers in a virtual
environment, it’s extremely easy to create new virtual
machines. In fact, it’s so easy that you may run the risk
of “VM sprawl,” which increases management costs. And
growth in the number of virtual machines means that
more storage gets used. Also, if a lot of backups are taking
place on the VMware server, there’s a risk of overloading
it, since it’s already running at a high utilisation.
NetBackup speeds the backup and recovery of
information stored on virtual machines. Symantec’s
patent-pending Granular Recovery Technology enables
NetBackup to leverage a single pass image backup of
the entire guest virtual machine in order to store backup
information once and recover anything – including the
entire virtual machine, individual virtual disk files, as
well as individual files and folders inside virtual disk
files.
The challenges posed by rapidly growing VMware
environments can be overcome even further by
integrating deduplication technology within the backup
process. In this way, PureDisk protects virtual machines
by reducing the size of the backup data across virtual
machines. A PureDisk agent can also be put inside an
individual virtual machine, reducing the data at the
source before it is sent over the network.
Continual data growth. Shrinking recovery times. Flat
or declining IT staff counts and budgets. Regardless of
the size of your organisation, these issues have moved
to the forefront of corporate concerns. Perhaps it’s
no surprise, then, that data deduplication has become
such a hot topic. By eliminating duplicate backup data
and significantly decreasing storage and bandwidth
consumption, data deduplication enables enterprises to
effectively gain control of rapid data growth.
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Tandberg launches
Fibre Channel LTO
Tandberg Data has added new LTO-4 half
height (HH) fibre channel (FC) drives
to its StorageLibrary product line. The
new drives offer double the density for up
to twice the throughput with 4GB/s FC
connectivity, able to reach speeds of up to
10.4TB/Hr in a 12 U library.
Simon Anderson, business unit manager
for tape automation, tape drives and media
at Tandberg Data, said, “The new Tandberg
Data LTO-4 half height FC tape drive
will reduce the cost of implementing a FC
storage area network (SAN) and will also
be very appealing to MAC users.”
Developed specifically for data-intense
SMBs, departmental organisations, and
mid-range enterprises, the StorageLibrary
T24 with two LTO-4 HH drive and two
12-cartridge magazines delivers native
transfer speeds of 864GB/Hr and total
native capacity of 19.2TB in a compact, 2U
rack-mount enclosure. The StorageLibrary
T24 delivers full-featured capabilities
as well as user-friendly installation and
configuration.
The library allows existing StorageLibrary
T24 users with legacy LTO drives to easily
swap out their prior-generation LTO
drives and install new LTO-4 drives with
the library still in its rack. The Tandberg
Data StorageLibrary T40+ is a scalable,
affordable, and user-friendly tape library.
The 4U unit easily scales “on demand” from
a 1x24 to a 2x40 tape library with up to two
full-height or four half height LTO drives.
Up to three StorageLibrary T40+ units can
be stacked together to create a 12 U, 114 slot
library with capacities up to 182TB.
With four LTO-4 HH drives, the space
saving 4U library offers up to 64TB of
compressed data storage and compressed
speeds of 3.5TB/Hr.
The StorageLibrary T40+ offers pay-

as-you-go scalability –- “Capacity on
Demand” -- by offering an easy upgrade
path from previous LTO-3 libraries to
LTO-4, providing SMBs, departmental
users, and mid-range enterprises the
flexibility to easily adjust storage capacity
based on budget and data requirements.
Pricing for the StorageLibrary T24 with
LTO-4 Half Height FC Drives starts from
A$7,600 or NZ$9,600.

NetBackup 7 widens
dedup reach
Symantec’s latest release of NetBackup
promises to reduce data stores and network
traffic by integrating deduplication at the
client, media server and on third party
hardware appliances – thus reducing
overall costs.
NetBackup also delivers complete
virtual machine protection to increase
backup and recovery speeds of data within
virtual environments and adds new backup
replication.
By integrating deduplication closer to
the data source at the client, NetBackup
increases the speed and efficiency of
backups in remote offices, data centres and
virtual environments and reduces network
traffic by up to 90 percent.
Symantec NetBackup 7 is $US7,995 for
an Enterprise Server and five client licenses.

AccessData unveils eDiscovery 3.0

AccessData claims its newly
launched eDiscovery 3.0 platform
addresses all data equally, enabling
organisations to identify, preserve
and process data from desktops,
servers, popular structured data
repositories, databases and email.
New to the eDiscovery product
is
integrated
litigation
hold
capabilities, enabling an eDiscovery
matter to be addressed from the
onset of litigation all the way to
producing load files, native files or
forensic archive files for review.
AccessData
eDiscovery
3.0
offers Automated Litigation and
Regulatory Hold Alerting and

Tracking; the ability to add/remove
custodians from an existing hold;
and a single sign-on portal to
confirm holds and view hold status
A Web-based Silverlight review
platform
delivers
custodianbased,
cutting-edge
analytics
and
collaborative
review
of
electronically stored information.
Pre-collection audits
can be
performed to show what the results
will be before you collect. Related
messages are linked together
in chronological threads, which
display the entire discussion,
including all replies, carbon copies
and forwards.
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au

CommVault floats
Simpana in the cloud
CommVault is now shipping an integrated
cloud storage connector for its Simpana
software, providing the option to include
cloud storage as a tier for backup and
archiving.
It provides a singular platform to simplify
the movement, protection, archiving and
eDiscovery of all types of data stored in the
cloud, including Oracle and SAP databases,
Microsoft Exchange and SharePoint
systems as well as virtualised data. Simpana
will integrate with US-based cloud
providers such as Amazon Web Services
and Singapore-based Microsoft Azure.
Commvault Australia managing
director Gerry Sillars said the company
was in discussions with Australian telcos
looking to provide cloud capabilities.
“The cloud is a marketplace that will take
time to mature, while Simpana is evolving
as a cloud-enabled platform.”
Where a cloud tier is configured to
provide long term archiving for ediscovery,
Simpana Search can index data prior to
sending it to cloud storage.
Simpana software will take advantage of
native REST over HTTP connectivity to
ensure tight integration with Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) from
Amazon S3, EMC Atmos, Iron Mountain’s
Archive Services Platform, Microsoft
Azure and Nirvanix SDN.

Applied ediscovery

Kroll Ontrack has launched an eDiscovery
appliance, Ontrack Onsight, that is selfcontained and mobile.
“Legal matters have grown in scale and
complexity while corporate litigation
and IT budgets have tightened,” said
Nancy Robertson, vice president of legal
technology product line management,
Kroll Ontrack.
Ontrack Onsight can be implemented
as an incident response solution or as
a permanent, enterprise addition to an
IT environment, providing a federated
platform for corporations that regularly
respond to electronically stored
information (ESI) production obligations.
It is available worldwide.
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Bluebeam engineers
new view of PDF

Bluebeam Software has launched PDF
Revu 8, the newest version of the PDF
editor for the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industry.
Revu 8 is a turnkey solution for
integrating PDF creation, markup and
editing into digital workflows with new
features for customisation and improved
access to files.
Among the new features are integration
into Microsoft SharePoint and Bentley
ProjectWise, a file management tab and a
revamped, customisable interface.
Richard Lee, President and CEO of
Bluebeam Software, said, “This new release
is propelling PDF from a format for digitally
reviewing and editing project data into a
completely integrated command centre for
electronic workflows.”
A File Access tab now provides for
searching local and network drives for PDF
files, as well as organising and managing
recent files directly within Revu.
Bluebeam seamlessly integrates into
SharePoint and Bentley ProjectWise so
users can retrieve, edit, and check PDF
files back in without jumping through
hoops. Revu is also debuting a Revit plugin for one button PDFs, leveraging the same
PDF creation technology that AutoCAD,
SolidWorks and MS Office users have
relied on for years.
Bluebeam PDF Revu Standard Edition
(for general CAD and Offices users) is
available for $US149, and Bluebeam PDF
Revu CAD Edition (for Revit, AutoCAD
and SolidWorks users) is available for
$US199.

IBM delivers data
redaction
IBM is unveiling IBM Optim Data
Redaction and a technology preview
program for IBM InfoSphere Business
Information Monitor.
Based on work from IBM Research and
technology gained during the acquisition
of Guardium, InfoSphere
Business
Monitor tracks the quality and flow of an
organisation's information and provides
real-time alerts of potential flaws.

formFiller 2.1 frees up PDF forms

DocsCorp has announced an
upgrade release of its pdfDocs
formFiller
product,
originally
developed to overcome an Adobe
shortcoming by allowing users to
save PDF forms to any location.
In addition to entering data into
the form, users can email, print or
save and profile the form directly
into a document management
system such as Autonomy iManage,
NetDocuments, Open Text eDOCS,
DOCS Open and Worldox.
David Woolstencroft, DocsCorp
President of Sales, Marketing and
Strategy, said “despite the fact
that millions of business forms are
distributed or posted to the web on a
daily basis, businesses have too few
choices when it comes to filling in
and saving PDF forms. For example,
the free Adobe Reader, which sits on
practically every desktop, does not
allow you to save data to a PDF form,
while the high cost of AdobeAcrobat
as a filler application makes this a
prohibitive solution.”
The formFiller 2.1 release
enables users to interact with online
forms more efficiently and more
effectively. The user does not have
to download the form to complete
and save it. Instead, a simple rightclick on a PDF form link on any
Web site will open the form in the
pdfDocs formFiller application.
Once users complete the form,
they have a number of options
available to them: email the

completed form to a colleague as
part of a workflow process; save it
to a local or network drive; or profile
it into a document management
system directly from the web.
“Our
formFiller
application
provides businesses with two
very obvious benefits,” continues
Woolstencroft.
“Businesses no longer have to
download and save businesscritical forms from the web. They
can simply link to the form on the
web, which can be opened up in
formFiller.
“This will save time, and it will also
eliminate the risk that offline forms
become obsolete when the online
form is updated for some reason,”
concluded Woolstencroft.
Another significant enhancement
in the formFiller 2.1 release
centres on integration with Internet
Explorer. When a PDF form is opened
in IE, users can open the form in any
of the other pdfDocs products by
clicking on the appropriate button
on the pdfDocs ‘launchBar’.
Users are then free to edit the
form, insert form fields, redact
information as well as combine
it with other documents. Click on
the compareDocs button and the
form will load directly into the
compareDocs interface. Users can
then compare the online form with
a form on their local drive, network
or document management system
for differences.

For example, if a health insurance
company was analysing profit margins
across different product lines (individual,
group, HMO, Medicare, etc.), decision
makers would immediately be alerted
when a data feed from a specific geography
was not successfully integrated.
Also based on work from IBM
Research, Optim Data Redaction
protects an organisation's information by
automatically recognising and removing
sensitive content from documents and
forms. For example, a customer's credit
scores in a loan document could be hidden
from an office clerk, while still being visible
to a loan officer.
As information flows through an
organisation, there are many points at
which disruptions in quality, protection
and management can occur. Information
governance provides the framework to
ensure that information can be trusted
and creates a solid foundation upon which
other technologies can be based.
Breakdowns in information flow and
accuracy lead to bad business decisions

and compliance failures. The health of an
organisation’s information depends on
understanding the dependencies between
various information assets like databases,
content repositories, reports, and business
applications.
InfoSphere Business Information
Monitor automatically detects the
connections and relationship between data
sources and reports ensuring that when
something goes wrong in one area users are
notified of all possible implications.
IBM Optim Data Redaction helps
reduces an organisation’s risk by removing
sensitive data without impacting
the organisation’s ability to use the
information. Optim Data Redaction also
allows organisations to balance the speed
of automated extraction with the precision
of human review making it easy to ensure
the right information stays private.
Optim Data Redaction is also expected
to be available in March. A technology
preview program for InfoSphere Business
Information Monitor is expected to open
in March.
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DocAve assists with
SharePoint migration
AvePoint is ready to offer the fully
mapped transfer of application
content from SharePoint 2003
and 2007 to SharePoint 2010 via
its DocAve Migrator. AvePoint’s
DocAve Migrator for SharePoint
2010 will be available for trial
and purchase the same day of the
GA release of SharePoint 2010,
expected in the first half of 2010.
“As part of the Microsoft
Office TAPTechnology Adoption
Program, AvePoint has worked
closely with Microsoft to ensure
that our solutions will fully
support SharePoint Server 2010
immediately upon release,” said Dr.
Tianyi (TJ) Jiang, AvePoint’s chief
operating officer.
“As more organisations turn to
SharePoint 2010 for enterprise
content management and other
vital business initiatives, it is
critical they have a comprehensive
migration tool to seamlessly
transition to the new platform.”
While Microsoft allows a bulk
upgrade of SharePoint 2007 to
2010 at the farm or database
level, DocAve Migrator provides
numerous additional options:
• Swiftly
migrate
and
map
all of your content, metadata,
customisations, and configurations
created in your SharePoint 2007
environment to SharePoint 2010;
• Reorganise, remap, and create
new folders upon migration to
clean up existing clutter;
• Migrate an entire instance or
just an individual content item.
Granular or bulk content migration
and flexible job scheduling limits
the negative impact on production
environments.
Under the currently available
methods from Microsoft, without
a tool like DocAve, SharePoint
2003 users would have to first
migrate to SharePoint 2007, then to
SharePoint 2010. DocAve Migrator
allows administrators to “cut out
the middle man”, by providing full
support for a direct migration from
2003 environments to SharePoint
2010.
DocAve Migrator will also
support comprehensive migrations
to SharePoint 2010 from a variety of
other systems, including: Oracle/
Stellent, Lotus Notes, Documentum
eRoom, File Systems, Exchange
Public Folders, Open Text LiveLink,
and Vignette.
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Designing document conversion workflow

LuraTech has introduced a new
platform for managing custom document
conversion workflows, through which
all process steps can be integrated.
DocYard enables document scanning
service providers to create a production
environment for document processing that
can be centrally managed.
The modular architecture enables
existing components to be integrated in
DocYard with little effort and thus allows
central management and monitoring
of the existing infrastructure. During
ongoing operation, workflows and jobs
can be generated, retrieved or adapted
on a graphical user interface without
programming.
Users can centrally monitor all current
jobs, running distributed in the DocYard
system, in realtime. Its monitoring and
reporting capabilities allow users to ensure
reliable, fast and cost-effective conversion of
all documents.
LuraTech has also unveiled version 5.5
of the LuraDocument PDF Compressor
Enterprise which runs much faster now
in most applications. This complete
conversion solution covers the entire
processing sequence after scanning
documents, including data extraction and
export for long-term archiving, so users and
providers of document scanning services
don’t have to rely on many individual tools
which must be configured.

Adeptol Document
Viewer V 4.4
Adeptol has released its next generation
Document Viewer Enterprise Edition
Version 4.4 with a built-in high speed
buffering and rendering technology to
load documents of size up to 0.5 GB in one
second.
The new version offers advanced
document search capabilities, thumbnails
support, watermarking, page rotation
among many other interface improvements.
The new Enterprise Viewer uses a builtin self optimisation technology to get the
pages directly from the server as they are
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au

being rendered. This means users can
start reading page one of a document
immediately and continue to do regular
operations like search, text selection,
scrolling between pages, while the rest of
the pages come in the background.
The viewer estimates the network
connection speed, document size, server
load (among other factors such as browser,
client, machine memory) and selfoptimises to load the documents faster.
Users can view more than 300 document
types without the need to download any
plug-ins or ActiveX components.

Organice Explorer
2010 goes offline
Cadac Organice is adding offline support
in a new addition to its SharePoint-based
engineering document management
solution due out on March 8, 2010. In the
new version of Cadac Organice Explorer,
users are able to check out the documents
they want to take offline, and continue to
work on these documents through the
Cadac Organice Explorer interface.
When documents are changed, the
changes are synchronised with the
SharePoint server when the user is back
online again. Cadac Organice Explorer
2010 provides a smart client for Microsoft
SharePoint, and offline support is targetted
at the typical user in Architecture,
Engineering and Construction and other
project driven industries that commonly
work in the field.

Capture Center 4.0

Open Text has launched Capture Center
version 4.0 (formerly Captaris DOKuStar
Capture Suite), promising next-generation
document classification and data capture
capabilities and deeper integration with the
Open Text ECM Suite.
“With paper documents still making
up a large share of an organisation’s data,
having an automated capture system is
key to optimising business processes and
lowering costs,” said Johannes Schacht,
Product Manager, Document Capture
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Suite success for software to manage Government grants
TechnologyOne has achieved swift success with a
new software product designed for government
organisations that manage grants, winning contracts
worth more than $500,000 in the initial launch phase.
The Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and
Research in the ACT, the Ministry for the Environment
in New Zealand, and the City of Melbourne are among
the first customers to purchase the new solution, which
enables both those who give and receive grants to
manage every stage of the life cycle.
This includes developing criteria and advertising
grants, submitting or receiving applications, evaluation,
informing successful and unsuccessful applicants,
creation of contracts between grantors and recipients,
payment schedules, as well as all reporting and
governance.
TechnologyOne Executive Chairman Adrian Di Marco
said, “We have more than 100 Australian and State
government agencies as customers and more than 250
local councils, and many are telling us their existing
systems cannot keep up with the level of grant activity
they’re having to undertake,” Mr Di Marco said.
“Within a single government there can be multiple
systems ranging from those built in-house to packaged
products – or in some cases even simple spreadsheets,
which only manage one stage of the grants process.
“This makes it incredibly hard to assess whether
outcomes are being achieved and if money is being
spent in the most effective way. Our solution enables
governments to manage grants through their entire life
cycle.”
TechnologyOne has also commissioned a white paper
from research company Longhaus, reviewing current
approaches to Grants Management, focusing on the

Technologies at Open Text.
“By making Capture Center part of the
ECM Suite, we are delivering the industry’s
first and only complete transactional
content management (TCM) offering.
This translates into faster deployment,
more functionality and greater return on
investment for our customers.”
Capture Center 4 includes numerous
recognition modules accessible through a
client. It provides classification technology
that complements the text-based
classification approach used by Enterprise
Library Services in the Open Text ECM
Suite.
Capture capabilities provided by
Capture Center include machine and hand
print recognition with voting character
recognition engines, optical character
recognition (OCR), intelligent character
recognition (ICR), intelligent document
recognition (IDR), magnetic ink character
recognition (MICR) and other special
font recognition, rule based and learning
document
classification,
adaptive
recognition, free form data extraction as
well as others.
Guided manual data entry is supported
by patented Single Click Entry technology.

Queensland Government as a representation of the
market as a whole. The paper found that between the
last two state budgets within Queensland alone, funding
for grants relating to capital investments within the
community rose by 45%, equating to $330 million more
for existing and new grants. It also highlighted that
agencies must deliver, manage and track to completion
each of these grants.
The scale of grants can vary from a simple rebate on a
household water saving device, to a six-figure research
contract that is spread over a number of years and
involves set payments on the achievement of certain
milestones and multiple reporting requirements.
The white paper also found that Governments are
seeking to transition from the transaction-based ERP
style systems of the 1990s to more interaction-based
applications that focus on closer and more detailed
relationships with customers and stakeholders.
However, they also need to make major cuts in their
ICT spending due to a number of public policy strategies
such as the Gershon Review.
Longhaus found that prior to the 2009 election, two
thirds of Queensland Government departments were
using more than 50 individual grants management
systems with a cost of ownership of $23 million per
annum.
These systems required support from 75 public
service staff and 11 ICT contractors.
State governments like Queensland provide grants
for diverse areas, ranging from support for sporting
bodies to addressing the needs of homeless people by
allocating hundreds of millions in annual funding and the
distribution of $18.74 billion in Australian Government
grant funding.

Laserfiche launches
e-mail archive
Laserfiche is teaming with FileTek to offer
an email archiving solution that offers
secure email storage in native format
directly within Laserfiche, thus eliminating
the need to maintain a large email
repository in Exchange
The Trusted Edge Intelligent Email
Archive for Laserfiche is a policydriven solution that enables secure,
enterprise-wide email management while
concurrently reducing the cost and burden
of eDiscovery and compliance.
It offers Outlook and Notes users
capabilities for transparent mailbox
management; .pst file archiving; message
classification, tagging, and annotation; file
server and SharePoint intelligent archiving
capabilities; and full audit and reporting.
“FileTek is proud to deliver the
premiere email and file archiving
solution for Laserfiche by combining
centrally-managed, policy-driven archive
capabilities with the advanced information
management features of Laserfiche,”
said FileTek President Gary Szukalski.
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“Additionally, by partnering with Laserfiche
and its worldwide integrator network and
customer base, FileTek further expands our
presence in the global marketplace.”
The platform provides template
archive policies for easy, out-of-the-box
deployment. It also offers a browser-based
policy management environment for
tailoring policies to specific industries,
markets, and customers.
Additional features of the Trusted Edge
Intelligent Email Archive for Laserfiche
include:
• Speedy search and retrieval features
from the Laserfiche web interface or
workstation client;
• Forensically sound method for content
authentication and storage;
• Granular archive rules and end-user
archive privileges; and
• Comprehensive audit trail and system
logging.
In addition to traditional archive
capabilities, administrators may configure
policies to perform automatic records
declaration within the Laserfiche RM
environment or to initiate business process
workflows within the Laserfiche Workflow
platform. .
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People On The Move

Event diary

Open Text Content Days 2010
2 March, 2010
“Steven has extensive management experience Four Seasons Hotel, Sydney
with iconic food companies like Balfours and has Featuring industry-leading
a strong base in production, corporate governance keynotes, real-world case studies,
break out streams plus
and innovation," Mr Bates said. "His skills are focused
peer networking and expert
a great match with our needs and the position advice via custom-made tours of
has been driven by our recent growth.”Scan the exhibition showcase. Content
Conversion Services provides industry-leading Days 2010 will equip delegates
scanning, document conversion and CAD with practical ways to extend the
conversion services for corporate, government, value and functionality of any
management solution and
legal and defence requirements in Australia and content
map a path to excellence.
New Zealand.
inquiries-asia@opentext.com

Tasmanian information management specialist
Acrodata has appointed Leigh Keane
bureau services manager. Keane has spent more
than 10 years in Sydney in project and account
management roles at Salmat BusinessForce and
HPA.

Open Text has appointed Owen Brandt
(pictured above) as Alliances Manager for
Australia and New Zealand based in Sydney.
Brandt has more than eight years of experience
working in a variety of technical management roles
for Open Text in both Australia and the United
Kingdom, with considerable domain expertise
in online communications, digital strategy,
website business, social media and software
implementation processes. He was among the first
employees for RedDot Solutions and later became
Director of Professional Services and Customer
Care for RedDot Solutions Asia-Pacific.
CSC has appointed of Simon Millett to director
of banking within its Financial Services team.
Following an 11-year career in the Royal Australian
Navy, Millett began a career in the financial
services industry in 1988. As a management
consultant at Westpac Banking Corporation in
Sydney, he undertook roles in project management,
business development, strategy and finance.
Millett was consequently appointed as CEO of
Pacific Commercial Bank in Samoa and managing
director and CEO of Westpac Bank in Papua New
Guinea. .
Scan Conversion Services (SCS) has
appointed its first General Manager as the
South Australian based scanning and workflow
management group positions for international
growth in 2010. The company has franchises
in Queensland, New Zealand and Singapore.
Steven Todd brings his expertise in production
and governance to the company, including senior
roles with the highly innovative British Sugar
Group in the UK and Australian icon Balfours.
SCS Managing Director Richard Bates said
that Steven would manage the group's complex
production environment and assist in building
systems for the growing franchise operation.

Stephen Wood has won the role of managing
director of Leap Searching. Based in Sydney, he
will oversee development of the Searching product,
a key part of Leap's legal practice management
software. Wood has 23 years' experience in hitech, most recently as business solutions general
manager for Optus-owned technology service
provider Alphawest. His appointment is due
in large part to his success in developing and
installing online information services, document
and records management, business process
automation, practice management and web
content management for law firms.

Public Sector Information
Management Strategy
Conference 2010
16-17 March 2010
The Marque Hotel, Canberra

Executives from a variety of public
sector organisations will share
practical experience and advice
on the latest developments in
information management strategy.

www.liquidlearning.com.au

TRIM User Forum 2010
23-25 March 2010
Hilton Hotel, Sydney

TUF 22 is the premier event for
HP TRIM, enabling customer
interactions, networking and
detailed technological sessions
on how to get the most from your
HP TRIM investment and your
Canon Australia has appointed two senior information management policies
sales managers. Elias Letfallah steps into the in general.

newly created role of corporate sales director. He
was formerly Australian sales director at Brambles.
Gary Pask joins as government and enterprise
general manager. He used to be data protection
services vice-president and general manager at
Recall Australia. Both report to recently appointed
direct sales senior general manager Richard
Hamlin.
Bill Taylor-Mountford has been appointed
the President of Acronis APAC. He will relocate
to Singapore from Jan 2010 and oversee the
operations in the APAC region, including Asia
and Australia & New Zealand. In the new role,
Taylor-Mountford will be in charge of the storage
management and disaster recovery company's
strategy and direction in APAC, driving growth
and building Acronis’ presence. Simon Howe
has been promoted to the role of Country Sales
Manager for Acronis ANZ, reporting to TaylorMountford.

www.hp.com.au

Data Quality Asia Pacific
19-21 April, 2010
Crystall Palace, Luna Park,
Sydney

Drawing on the knowledge
of leading data experts and
practitioners, this event will
showcase the latest developments
in the fields of data quality,
master data management, data
warehousing, and business
intelligence, and will analyse
the value of effective data
management across all areas of
the organisational landscape.

www.arkgroupaustralia.com.au

The National Records &
Information Officers Forum
28-29 April, 2010
Pitney Bowes Australia has announced the Melbourne
appointment of Ryan Dias as the company’s This forum will provide
Southern Region Sales Manager. Previously Dias professionaldevelopment
opportunities in the form
worked at Lyreco, one of the world’s largest B2B of case studies, discussion
office products companies, where he held the and networking platforms
position of Corporate Sales Manager, responsible to debateand explore issues
for driving relationships with corporate and currently affecting record-keeping
enterprise markets. Dias qualifications include a practices.
www.liquidlearning.com.au
bachelor in Business Management / Marketing.
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DataBasics.
To get you started, the Single User edition offers most features of the client-server Workgroup/
Enterprise editions - at a fraction of the price. It is a simple matter to migrate to a network edition as
your needs grow - and keep using your catalogs.
The new look Cumulus 8 has a freshly designed interface, an inbuilt image editor, enhanced
metadata capabilities and better online help and commenting. Performance has been dramatically
improved across the whole Cumulus 8 product line and there are new and affordable networkbased add-ons such as statistical reporting, email cataloging and more.
All new and renewing IDM subscribers receive the demo CD and a DataBasics Voucher to purchase
the Single User for HALF PRICE! Normal recommended retail pricing for Canto Cumulus 8 Single
User edition is Aus$540 (ex.GST) but you can purchase for only $A270 when you subscribe.

First published in 1994, IDM is a trusted resource for
information managers in enterprise & government in
Australia, New Zealand and the Asia Pacific region.
IDM magazine provides insights into a broad range of
contemporary information management issues such
as compliance, knowledge management, document
automation, email management, ediscovery, enterprise
content management, imaging, workflow and related
storage solutions.
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